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ABSTRACT 

 Hydrology is a field fraught with uncertainty.  Uncertainty comes from both our inability 

to perfectly know the true nature of constant system components of hydrologic systems (e.g. 

hydraulic conductivity, geologic structure, etc.) and our inability to perfectly predict the behavior 

of variable system components (e.g. future precipitation, future streamflow, etc.).  Hydrologic 

literature has increasingly recognized that within the bounds of uncertainty, many acceptable 

hydrologic models exist and differ in their predictions.  Modeling applications that recognize this 

uncertainty have become more practical as a result of increasing computing power and improved 

software.  Given a set of model predictions, the applied hydrologist or water resource manager is 

faced with an important question: in light of this uncertainty, how do I make the best decision?   

Many decision making criteria are valid for use in water resources, however, decision 

making criteria are subjective in their nature and require input from the decision maker about 

their values and outlook.  Decision making criteria can range from optimistic to pessimistic, and 

can be probabilistic or non-probabilistic.  This dissertation explores the importance of hydrologic 

uncertainty and the stance of the decision maker in selecting an appropriate decision making 

criterion.   

 The dissertation comprises four manuscripts.  The first manuscript presents an analysis of 

uncertainty arising from choice of groundwater sampling method.  The study analyzes how three 

sampling methods compare across a range of analytes and well constructions.  The second 

manuscript presents an analysis of the risk that a wellfield will not be able to meet water 

demands.  A Monte-Carlo model is used to evaluate how uncertainty arising from variable 
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groundwater recharge in an alluvial aquifer translates to total wellfield risk.  The third 

manuscript reviews multi-model methods used to support decision making and makes an 

argument that non-probabilistic decision making methods deserve a larger role in hydrologic 

studies.  A groundwater recharge example is presented that compares the performance of model 

selection, model averaging, probabilistic, and non-probabilistic decision making methods when 

used for decision making.  The final manuscript presents the Discrimination Inference to Reduce 

Expected Cost Technique (DIRECT).  DIRECT is a MATLAB® based computer code that 

optimizes project design under uncertainty using an expected utility decision criterion.  

Examples are presented for remediation system design and groundwater pumping. 
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INTRODUCTION  

The motivation for this dissertation comes from a driving interest in applying hydrology 

to solve real world problems.  I am a practicing hydrogeologist at E.L. Montgomery and 

Associates and have work extensively with clients to solve their real world hydrologic problems.  

In my role as a consulting hydrologist, I have been involved in many projects that have begun 

with data collection and ended with modeling or in some cases risk analysis.  Eventually most of 

these studies have led to a conversation with clients, who ask: Ok, then what should I do?   

The significance of uncertainty in hydrology has long been known.  Many methods have 

been developed to characterize uncertainty and to propagate it through a hydrologic model.  

Additionally, many authors have studied decision making under uncertainty, particularly in 

economic, policy, and management literature.  This dissertation attempts to connect the study of 

hydrologic uncertainty to the insights of decision making science in hopes that I will be able to 

better help future clients make decisions. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

This dissertation is about the role of uncertainty in hydrologic modeling with a focus on 

decision making under uncertainty in hydrologic problems.  Firstly, how can uncertainty be 

quantified from hydrologic data sets?  Secondly, how can uncertainty be propagated through 

hydrologic models? And thirdly, once uncertainty has been propagated through a hydrologic 

model, how should decisions be made?  These questions are addressed through the study of real 

world datasets and through both synthetic and real world modeling studies presented in four 

manuscripts. 
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SUMMARY OF SCIENTIFIC CONTRIBUTION 

Decision making is a complex and nuanced science, particularly in the face of 

uncertainty.  Uncertainty comes from many sources, but can be categorized in two broad classes, 

epistemic uncertainties which are unknown but could become known through sufficient study, 

and aleatory uncertainties which are not knowable, often because they will occur in the future 

(Vose, 2008).  The product of these uncertainties is a range of potential states of nature which 

may or may not be associated with probabilities.  The role of a decision maker is to select 

between decision alternatives based on the potential outcomes for each state of nature 

(Hannsson, 2005).  Selection of a decision alternative cannot be prescriptive, and must consider 

the goals and values of the decision maker.  The role of hydrology in decision making is 

primarily to help determine the range and sometimes probabilities of the states of nature, 

typically using a hydrologic model.  However, to the extent that hydrologists collaborate with 

stakeholders and decision makers, they can and often are involved in identifying decision 

alternatives, valuing outcomes, and even guiding decision making.  Understanding of 

uncertainty, hydrologic modeling, and decision science is important for ensuring that hydrologic 

science is used to drive good management of water resources. 

Hydrologic modeling is a tool that is frequently used to support management decision 

making.  To support decision making, modeling must provide some assessment of the range and 

often chance of various outcomes.   The output quantities, which have implications for decision 

making, are determined by characterizing input uncertainties and propagating them through the 

modeled system (Doherty and Simmons, 2013).  The goal of this dissertation is to support better 

decision making in the hydrologic sciences.  The dissertation accomplishes this through four 
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papers that collectively improve characterization of input uncertainties, modeling of uncertainty, 

and decision making with models.   

Uncertainty is present even in routine hydrologic tasks such as collection of field data. 

Paper one was initiated in response to a regulator who requested that existing wells either be re-

drilled with short ten foot screen lengths to provide high resolution data or be purge sampled 

routinely at a high cost.  The regulator’s stance was based on regulatory guidance provided by 

the EPA (Yeskis and Zavela, 2002) that only allows for low-flow sampling of wells with screen 

lengths of ten feet or less.  This perspective, which is common among many environmental 

regulators (Barcelona et al., 2005), comes at a high cost associated with construction of many 

wells or purging wells and disposing of contaminated water in perpetuity.  However, the extent 

to which eliminating these costly steps impacts water quality uncertainty is not well understood 

and has not been documented sufficiently to convince regulators to sample in other ways. 

The study presented in paper one sought to determine the how choice of groundwater 

sampling method contributes to uncertainty of contaminant concentrations in the groundwater.  

Specifically, the effect of well construction and analyte on groundwater sampling method 

comparability was analyzed.  Contrary to current EPA guidance, this study found that common 

well construction factors do not strongly control comparability between sampling methods and 

should not be the single determining factor for selection of a sampling method.  In addition, the 

study found that the three sampling methods studied were comparable for all analytes with the 

exception of arsenic.  The paper suggests that the differences in arsenic concentration may be the 

result of oxidation of pyrite during purge sampling, which has been documented to release 

arsenic into the groundwater.  This finding indicates that each analyte should be considered 
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individually to ensure sampling method comparability.  Overall, this study contributes to a body 

of literature that will help hydrologists understand the impact of sampling method choice on 

water quality data uncertainty.  Further, the study may reduce the cost of future sampling studies 

by demonstrating that low-flow groundwater sampling is comparable to purge sampling under 

conditions that differ from those specified by Yeskis and Zavela (2002). 

Wellfields are complex systems composed of aquifers, which provide water to wells, 

wells and pumps that extract water from the aquifer, and pipelines that transmit water from wells 

to its destination.  In addition to the physical characteristics of these components, the 

performance of a wellfield is dependent on the operation of the wellfield by people.  Despite the 

complex feedbacks that occur within wellfields, most studies of wellfields have elected to look at 

the aquifer and water transmission system in isolation (Hansen, 2013).  Wellfields in alluvial 

aquifers often have the additional complexity of temporally variable and uncertain rates of 

groundwater recharge.  Researchers have recognized the importance of episodic, stormflow 

driven alluvial groundwater recharge, but also concede that it is often neglected in both water 

balance and groundwater abstraction modeling studies because of the complexity it adds (Doble 

et al., 2012; Zekri et al., 2015).   

The second paper in this series presents an alluvial wellfield model that links the aquifer, 

well, pipeline, and human components while also modeling future recharge uncertainty.  Unlike 

most aquifer based wellfield models, which simulate the physical processes that drive system 

behavior, this model is primarily defined by empirical relationships.  Specifically, empirical 

relationships generated from well step test data, aquifer response to observed streamflows, and 

manufacturer provided pump performance curves control the modeled system behavior.  The 
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model was used to estimate how long the wellfield would be able to meet the projected demands 

of the wellfield under uncertain future groundwater recharge and found that 95% of models fail 

to meet demand within seven years.  This stochastic aquifer-well-pipeline model links critical 

wellfield components allowing the model better mimic the behavior of a real wellfield and 

captures critical uncertainties that ultimately drive alluvial water supply reliability and decision 

making. 

Decision support by hydrologists has generally used probabilistic methods (e.g. Freeze et 

al., 1991;  Massman and Freeze, 1987).  The idea that managers require some assessment of 

probability to make a decision is so engrained in hydrologic decision literature that it is often 

presented as if no alternative exists (Doherty and Simmons, 2013).  At the same time, the field 

collectively agrees that such probabilities are both difficult to quantify (e.g. Bredehoeft, 2005; 

Neuman, 2003) and highly subjective (e.g. Krause, 2005; Beven and Binely, 1992; Doherty and 

Simmons, 2013).  Further, probabilistic decision support provides no room for addressing the 

problem of surprise.  Surprise is the realization that a conceptual model is inherently flawed and 

occurs when new data renders an existing conceptualization invalid (Bredehoeft, 2005).  

Bredehoeft estimates that such surprises occur in 20-30% of all modeling studies based on his 

own experience and concludes that nothing can be done to fully eliminate the possibility of 

surprise.  In cases where model probabilities cannot be quantified adequately, where surprise is 

believed to be likely, or where the cost of developing a probabilistic model exceeds the value at 

risk, alternative decision making strategies are needed. 

Paper three of the dissertation suggests that non-probabilistic decision making methods 

deserve more consideration in hydrology.  These methods do not require computation of 
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probabilities, can easily allow for the possibility of surprise, and can be used for lower cost 

decisions because they do not require computation of probabilities (Gaspars-Wieloch, 2014).  In 

many ways, this call for simpler decision making methods parallels the call for simpler models 

(Voss, 2011a, b) and the call for less expensive models (Haitjema, 2015).  Haitjema recommends 

an iterative approach to modeling in which modelers begin with simple low cost models and that 

they add refinement and cost as it is needed.  The suggestion of simple, easy-to-use non-

probabilistic decision making methods opens the door to this type of approach in decision 

making.  Simple non-probabilistic methods are a low cost starting point for decision makers.  

Iterative refinement through characterization of probabilities and calculation of expected cost can 

be added as needed to reduce projected costs and as data and models become available.  For 

many hydrologic problems, the non-probabilistic decision methods described in this paper will 

be adequate or even preferable as a means of addressing low cost decisions and problems for 

which surprise is likely and probability is not well characterized.  For other problems, non-

probabilistic methods provide a first step in an iterative decision making approach.   

As described above, probabilistic decision making methods that select the decision with 

the minimum expected utility or risk, are the most commonly applied decision making methods 

in hydrologic literature (Doherty and Simmons, 2003).  Provided that probabilities can be 

perfectly estimated and the utility function accurately characterizes the risk tolerance of the 

decision makers, the maximum expected utility decision criteria is widely considered the gold 

standard for decision making.  However, expected utility has not seen extensive use in applied 

hydrologic settings (Freeze, 1991).   
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Many factors likely contribute to the underuse of expected utility as a decision making 

criteria.  Most groundwater modeling is conducted by hydrologic consultants (Haitjema, 2015) 

who may not have been educated in decision science, are often disconnected from the decision 

making process, often do not use probabilistic modeling methods (Winter, 2004), and have not 

had a tool to easily integrate multiple model predictions in a decision making context.  

Development of easy-to-use multi-model software (e.g. Doherty, 2011) and improvements in 

computing power has led to increasing application of multi-model methods in applied projects.  

However, until this point, no publically available tool has existed to help modelers easily 

calculate the expected cost for a number of decision alternatives from multi-model results.   

Paper four of this dissertation provides and documents a set of MATLAB® scripts that 

incorporates any user provided model ensemble and cost function and estimates the expected 

cost over a range of decision alternatives.  This easy-to-use tool will enable modelers to quickly 

compare decision making methods, decision alternatives, and more readily understand the 

implication of model uncertainty for decision makers.  While other barriers to the use of 

probabilistic decision making methods will continue to exist, the scripts provided in this paper 

will eliminate one significant barrier to the use of these methods helping applied hydrologists 

support better water resources management. 

 Overall, the body of work presented in this dissertation demonstrates a breadth of 

understanding across a broad range of hydrologic sub-disciplines that are each required to 

support good decision making in applied hydrology.  Paper one shows understanding of data 

collection and analysis, and of the role that these play in contributing to hydrologic uncertainty.  

Paper two demonstrates an understanding of hydrologic modeling, the complexity of water 
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resources systems which include natural, engineered, and human components, and the role of 

aleatory uncertainties in water resources planning and decision making.  Paper three 

demonstrates an understanding of hydrologic modeling and decision science.  Paper four 

demonstrates an understanding of computing, probabilistic decision methods, and hydrologic 

modeling.  Successful decision making in applied hydrology requires scientists who have a 

breadth of understanding of the many sub-disciplines in hydrology and enough depth to 

contribute meaningfully to any of the sub-disciplines individually.  The collective contributions 

of this dissertation demonstrate this breadth and depth of knowledge. 

DISSERTATION STRUCTURE 

This dissertation consists of four original research papers. One of these papers has been 

submitted for publication, one of them will be submitted pending client approval, and two of 

them are in preparation for submission to journals.  The bibliographic information for these 

manuscripts is as follows: 

Bayley, T.W., T.P.A. Ferré, T. Leo, and J. Laney (2016), Comparability of Water Quality 

Data Collected Using HydraSleeve, Low-Flow, and Purge Sampling Methods, pending client 

approval for submission to Groundwater Monitoring and Remediation  

Bayley, T.W., T. Keay, and T.P.A. Ferré (2016), An Empirical Stochastic Modeling 

Approach to Estimating Yield from an Alluvial Aquifer Wellfield with Consideration of 

Wellfield Operator Behavior, in preparation for submission to Groundwater. 
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Bayley, T.W. and T.P.A. Ferré (2016) Decision Making Using Multiple Model 

Predictions: A Case for Non-probabilistic Decision-Making Methods, in review at Water 

Resources Management. 

Bayley, T.W. and T.P.A. Ferré (2016) DIRECT: A Modular Code to Support Design 

under Uncertainty, in preparation for submission to Computers & Geosciences 

 

PRESENT STUDY 

Statement of Candidate’s Contribution to Manuscripts 

 Collection of the dataset presented in the first manuscript was designed and supervised by 

the candidate, but was collected by a team of field hydrologists from E.L. Montgomery and 

Associates and Confluence Environmental Inc.  Analysis of the dataset was conducted by the 

candidate.  Writing of the manuscript was done by the candidate with guidance from Dr. Ty 

Ferré.  Editing and review were provided by the co-authors and Dr. Tom Meixner. 

 The model presented in the second manuscript was conceptualized through conversation 

between the candidate and Mr. Todd Keay.  Development of the model was undertaken by the 

candidate.  Writing of the second manuscript was undertaken by the candidate. 

 The research and writing of the third manuscript was led by the candidate with guidance 

and review from the candidate’s primary advisor, Dr. Ty Ferré.  Final copy editing of the third 

manuscript, prior to journal submission was provided by Nancy Riccio. 
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 The computer code presented in the fourth manuscript was initially developed jointly by 

the candidate and the candidate’s primary academic advisor Dr. Ferré with subsequent 

refinement and modularization undertaken by the candidate.  Both of the example models 

presented in the fourth manuscript were prepared by the candidate.  Writing of the fourth 

manuscript was guided and reviewed by the candidate’s primary advisor, Dr. Ferré. 

Summary of “Comparability of Water Quality Data Collected Using HydraSleeve, Low-

Flow, and Purge Sampling Methods” 

Measurement uncertainty can contribute significantly to the total uncertainty in 

hydrologic modeling studies.  Groundwater quality data is particularly prone to errors which may 

arise from choices in well construction, groundwater sampling method, sample preservation and 

transportation, choice of laboratory analytical method, and laboratory analytical procedures.  

This study specifically examines the uncertainty that arises through choice of groundwater 

sampling method.  Many methods for sampling groundwater have been proposed and are 

considered acceptable sampling methods by regulatory authorities.  However, sampling methods 

can differ in the amount of groundwater disturbance generated and the parcel of water sampled.  

These differences in sampling method can have implications for the resulting concentration 

measurements and in turn for decision making.   

For this paper, a groundwater quality dataset was collected using three different sampling 

methods: standard 3-5 volume purge sampling, low-flow sampling, and HydraSleeve no-purge 

sampling.  The dataset was analyzed for differences in results between sampling method across 

15 analytes and 35 different well constructions.   The groundwater samples were analyzed for a 

total of 15 analytes including two routine parameters (specific conductance, pH), nine common 
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constituents (TDS, chloride, sulfate, bicarbonate, calcium, magnesium, potassium, sodium, and 

carbonate), and four trace metals (uranium, molybdenum, selenium, and arsenic).  Wells included 

a wide range of hydraulic and well construction characteristics.   

The conclusions of this study are: 

1. Low-flow, HydraSleeve, and purge sampling are comparable methods for most analytes 

studied.  However, trace metals showed more variability between sampling methods than 

routine parameters and common constituents, particularly for arsenic.   

 

2. The differences between methods are not biased towards overestimation or 

underestimation of concentration with the notable exception of arsenic.  This implies that 

for the purpose of regulation of any of the other constituents, none of the methods studied 

should be considered more or less conservative.  For arsenic, purge sampling usually 

produced higher (more conservative) concentrations than HydraSleeve and low-flow.  

This result is likely due to oxidation of pyrite during well purging, which is known to 

release arsenic into groundwater, indicating that the act of purging the well may produce 

inaccurately high concentrations.  This result shows the need for analyte specific studies, 

or site-specific investigations, to justify the use of alternative sampling methods.   

 

3. The comparability of sampling methods is also dependent on the well.  Some wells 

showed large differences between sampling methods while others gave very similar 

results in almost all cases.  However, these differences cannot be accounted for easily by 

commonly recorded well characteristics such as well volume, screen length, or hydraulic 
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conductivity of the aquifer.  Based on this study, generalized guidelines for selection of 

well sampling method on the basis of well construction alone are not sufficient for 

determining an appropriate sampling method.   

Summary of “An Empirical Stochastic Modeling Approach to Estimating Yield from an 

Alluvial Aquifer Wellfield with Consideration of Wellfield Operator Behavior” 

Wellfields are complex systems composed of aquifers, which provide water to wells, 

wells and pumps that extract water from the aquifer, and pipelines that transmit water from wells 

to its destination.  In addition to the physical characteristics of these components, the 

performance of a wellfield is dependent on the operation of the wellfield by people.  Most 

wellfield models focus on describing physical hydrologic properties of aquifers, but devote little 

if any effort to describing the wells, pipelines, and human decisions that are responsible for 

extracting water from the aquifer.  This manuscript presents a novel approach to modeling a 

wellfield in an alluvial aquifer that includes characteristics of the wells, pipeline, and wellfield 

operators in addition to the aquifer itself.   

The water level in arid region alluvial aquifers, like the one studied in this manuscript, is 

particularly sensitive to variability in weather and climate.  This paper uses stochastic sampling 

to represent the uncertainty arising unknown future weather.  The stochastic inputs are 

propagated through the model using Monte-Carlo simulation to characterize the uncertainty in 

future wellfield yield.   

Unlike most aquifer based wellfield models, which simulate the physical processes that 

drive system behavior, this model is primarily defined by empirical relationships.  Specifically, 

empirical relationships generated from well step test data, aquifer response to observed 
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streamflows, and manufacturer provided pump performance curves control the modeled system 

behavior.  This novel approach excels for its simplicity, but is subject to the limitations of any 

empirical model – its performance outside of the bounds within which it was developed is 

unknown.   

This study draws the following conclusions: 

1. The empirically based dynamic simulation modeling approach used in this manuscript 

was able to acceptably match observed historic trends in water levels and pumping 

rates for most wells.  Further, the model is considered useful for predicting future 

wellfield yields provided that water levels remain within the bounds used to construct 

the model.  Outside of these limits, the model’s predictive power is expected to 

deteriorate. 

2. The approach proposes a novel way of modeling wellfield operator behavior, pump 

performance, and the effect of pipeline pressure head on wellfield yield.  These 

system components are frequently neglected in wellfield modeling studies, but are of 

critical importance in realistically predicting wellfield yield.   

3. This empirically based modeling approach is also capable of providing insight into 

wellfield performance issues.  Wells that were unable to match observed water levels 

and/or pumping rates may be indicative of well or pump problems and can serve as a 

tool for wellfield operators to investigate the sources of the model-data mismatch.  

4. The model presented in this paper simulates future streamflow.  In the alluvial aquifer 

system modeled, the unknown streamflow is the largest uncertainty governing future 

wellfield yield.   
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5. There are however, some short comings to the method that could be improved in 

future work.  The method described does not account for interference effects from 

pumping wells.  This may be acceptable assuming that pumping induced drawdown is 

small in comparison to natural variations in water level as seems to be the case in the 

system described.  However, a quantitative metric describing when these effects can 

be ignored would be valuable.  Additionally, the statistical method used to estimate 

recharge based on streamflow is based on all available data – however only one very 

large streamflow event was available in the dataset.  Additional data would improve 

the empirical relationship between streamflow and water level and would improve the 

predictive power of model results. 

Summary of “Decision Making Using Multiple Model Predictions: A Case for Non-

probabilistic Decision-Making Methods” 

Hydrologists, modelers, and resource managers are often tasked with using predictions 

generated by multiple models to guide decision making.  The complexity of real-world 

hydrologic systems complicates the use of these predictions for decision making because of the 

difficulties involved in adequately characterizing model probabilities and because of the 

possibility of hydrologic “surprises”.  These complications are commonly addressed using model 

selection, model averaging, and decision methods, which include both probabilistic and non-

probabilistic methods.  This paper explores the characteristics and roles of these three classes of 

methods and illustrates their limitations using an example based on a synthetic groundwater 

recharge problem.  Moreover, it presents the results of applying non-probabilistic decision 

making methods from economic, business, and decision science literature to this recharge 
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problem and compares them to decisions selected by using model selection, model averaging, 

and probabilistic decision methods.  

This study draws the following conclusions: 

1. The decision maker’s values and risk tolerance are critical to using model predictions 

wisely.  Both probabilistic and non-probabilistic decision making methods enable a 

modeler to express their level of risk aversion through either a utility function or 

selection of a decision making criteria. 

2. For unusually simple hydrologic problems, selection of single models may be a good 

choice to drive decision making.  However, in practice, hydrologic problems are 

rarely this simple and therefore selection of single models is generally not 

recommended as tool to support decision making.   

3. Assuming that model probabilities can be acceptably determined, probabilistic 

decision making methods are a good choice for decision makers, particularly when 

risk aversion is expressed through a utility function.  However, measurement errors, 

potentially uninformative metrics of model efficiency, and the possibility of 

hydrologic surprises all limit confidence in assessments of model probabilities. 

4. Non-probabilistic methods are rarely considered in hydrologic studies, but deserve 

consideration.  In our example, non-probabilistic criteria performed well, providing 

either superior reliability or high relative value with a low risk of incurring high costs. 

These methods are particularly valuable when model probabilities are unavailable or 
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deemed unreliable, when the modeled environment is complex enough that 

hydrologic “surprises” are expected, or when the cost of probabilistic modeling will 

exceed the value at risk in decision making.  

Summary of “DIRECT: A Modular Code to Support Design and Decision Making Under 

Uncertainty” 

Increasingly, multimodel methods are used to develop more robust predictions of future 

system states including a measure of model associated prediction uncertainties.  Model selection, 

model averaging, and probabilistic decision making methods are frequently used to support 

decisions made based on the predictions of the multi-model analysis.  However, so far, no tool 

has existed that readily takes multiple model predictions, observed data, and a cost function to 

support decision making.  This manuscript presents and documents a set of MATLAB scripts, 

called DIRECT, that can be used for model selection, model averaging, and estimation of 

expected cost in support of decision making.  The utility of the script is demonstrated through 

two synthetic examples.  In the first example, uncertainty about the nature of a contaminant 

plume is considered in the design of a groundwater treatment facility.  In the second example, 

hydraulic parameter uncertainty is considered in determining the optimal pumping rates for a two 

well pumping system. 

This manuscript draws the following conclusions: 

1. Expected cost has long been used as a decision making criteria, but it has remained 

far from the norm in applied hydrogeology.  This disconnect may be because 

hydrologic modelers are frequently separated from the decision making process or 
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because an easy to use platform to facilitate calculation of expected cost has not been 

available.  For both decision making exercises in this paper, expected cost is shown to 

outperform maximum likelihood and model averaging over a large number of model 

runs.  Based on the results of these analyses, we recommend expected cost as a 

decision making tool. 

2. This paper presents and documents a MATLAB based code known as DIRECT.  The 

DIRECT code is modular and controlled via a simple excel spreadsheet, which allows 

users to select and run components of the code that are relevant to their needs.  The 

modularity of DIRECT also allows users to readily add their own modules as desired 

based on their project specific needs.  
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APPENDIX A 

Comparability of Water Quality Data Collected Using HydraSleeve, Low-Flow, and Purge 

Sampling Methods 

Timothy W. Bayley, Ty P.A. Ferré, Tim Leo, and John Laney 

ABSTRACT 

 The purpose of groundwater sampling is to collect water that is representative of the 

formation water in the aquifer within the screened interval.  There are long-standing debates 

regarding the meaning of a representative sample in a heterogeneous medium.  However, beyond 

these arguments there are also pragmatic questions about the impact of sampling methodology 

on sample composition and support volume.  In practice, the choice of groundwater sampling 

method is a matter of practical and financial significance; different methods have significantly 

different operational requirements and sampling and disposal costs.  This study examines a 

dataset collected in 35 wells with highly varied hydraulic and well construction characteristics.  

Water samples were analyzed for 15 constituents.  The study analyzes the dataset to determine 

what factors control the comparability of sample results gathered by three different methods: 

HydraSleeve; low-flow; and purge sampling.  Results of this study indicate that the sampling 

methods studied produce similar concentrations for routine parameters and common constituents, 

but are more varied for trace metals, particularly arsenic.  Comparability of concentrations is also 

found to vary substantially by well; however screen length, saturated volume, and hydraulic 

conductivity do not appear to be controlling factors.   
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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of groundwater sampling is to extract representative water samples from an 

aquifer to address specific practical or scientific objectives.  Hydrologists have questioned what 

this means (e.g. Kearl et al. 1994, Shanklin et al. 1995), in particular when sampling in 

heterogeneous aquifers with spatially varying concentrations.   Many groundwater sampling 

methods exist and they range widely in the conditions for which they are reported to be 

applicable.  Some methods exist for specific analytes, while other methods exist for particular 

conditions, and still others are considered broadly applicable to a wide range of conditions 

(Savoie and Leblanc, 2012).   

The 3-5 volume purge method (hereafter, ‘purge’) has been adopted as the standard 

groundwater sampling approach.  Well purging ensures that formation water enters the well, thus 

guaranteeing that water that has been resident in the well is not collected.  The simplicity of this 

concept is compelling.  However, purge sampling has many practical drawbacks including 

storage and disposal of purge water, time required for sampling, and cost (Kearl et al, 1994).  

These limitations have led to the development of alternative sampling approaches including: the 

low-flow minimal drawdown purge method (low-flow) (Puls and Barcelona, 1996), HydraSleeve 

(GeoInsight), the Snap Sampler (ProHydro, Inc.), passive diffusion bag samplers (PDBS), and 

several other methods.  In this investigation we compare low-flow and HydraSleeve to purge 

considering many analytes, well constructions, and hydraulic conditions.   

Comparability of sampling methods has been documented in the scientific literature since 

the emergence of low-flow sampling as an alternative to traditional 3-5 volume purge in 1989.  

In the years following, several studies emerged comparing results between sampling methods; 
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however, they generally contrasted results for only a small number of wells (e.g. Kearl et al, 

1994; Shanklin et al 1995; Heidlauf and Bartlett, 1993).  In 1996 (Puls and Barcelona) and later 

in 2002 (Yeskis and Zevala), of the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

published recommendations for low-flow sampling that provided guidance on well construction, 

purge rates, water level drawdowns, and parameter stabilization criteria.   

Since then, EPA guidelines have been described as overly restrictive and researchers 

have suggested that low-flow sampling is applicable in a much wider range of conditions than 

those originally prescribed by the EPA (Barcelona et al., 2005).  Barcelona et al. (2005) also 

criticized passive sampling methods as not defensible because they do not ensure that formation 

water has entered the well, among other reasons.  A separate paper published shortly thereafter 

demonstrated in a modeling study that low-flow sampling methods are applicable to a broader 

range of conditions than those laid out by the EPA (Varljen et al., 2006).  Following these 

papers, little has been published in scientific journals documenting the comparability of sampling 

methods.  Comparative studies that include many wells (10+), constituents, varied well 

constructions, hydrogeologic settings, and multiple sampling methods have not been published in 

peer-reviewed journal papers; this may be because of the perceived finality of Barcelona et al. 

(2005).   

Outside of scientific journals, many studies have been and continue to be published on 

sample method comparability, demonstrating the ongoing high level of interest in this topic in 

applied settings (e.g. Krempa, 2015; Savoie and LeBlanc, 2013; Geo-Logic Associates, 2009; 

Parsons, 2005).  We believe that additional documentation of sampling method comparability is 

needed that includes various hydrogeologic settings, well constructions, and constituents.  The 
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study presented in this paper was prompted by regulators who did not accept alternatives to 

traditional purge sampling as valid in any conditions outside of those described by Yeskis and 

Zevala (2002).  The resistance of regulatory agencies to accept alternative sampling methods has 

been noted in the past (Barcelona et al., 2005) and can result in significant cost increases, 

potentially with no additional value.  The results of this study ultimately led the project 

regulators to accept low-flow sampling as an acceptable alternative to purge sampling across a 

broad range of well constructions and hydrogeologic conditions for the first time.  Additional 

studies of this nature are needed to answer the following questions: are sampling methods, such 

as purge, low-flow and HydraSleeve comparable?  Can well construction, hydrogeologic 

conditions or analyte type be used to predict the conditions under which methods will be 

comparable?  Ultimately, these studies would provide regulators a compelling basis from which 

decisions regarding sampling methodology can be made, potentially sparing future investigators 

the time, effort, and money required to conduct their own comparative studies.   

The implications of relying on the original EPA recommendations of 3-5 volume purge 

are of practical and financial significance.  At the site described in this paper, all waste removed 

from wells must be disposed of in the nearest licensed landfill, which is over 500 miles away.  

The cost associated with waste disposal amplifies the cost of purge sampling dramatically.  The 

cost of a single purge sampling round at this site is five times the cost of HydraSleeve and three 

times the cost of low-flow.  

The analyses presented here consider a large dataset and attempt to determine which, if 

any, of the existing guidelines are critical to the use of the low-flow method.  In addition, 

analyses comparing HydraSleeve to low-flow and purge have shown good agreement between 
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methods for a wide range of compounds (Parsons, 2005).  However, a study analyzing the 

comparability of methods for both a wide range of compounds and well characteristics is absent 

from the literature.  This study attempts to determine if any well or analyte characteristics lead to 

a consistent mismatch between purge and other methods. 

The meaning of “representative sample” has been the topic of debate in hydrogeologic 

literature.  Sources of ambiguity arise from spatially varying concentration, aquifer 

heterogeneity, vertical gradients, well bore storage, water densities, in-well geochemical 

reactions, and sampling disturbances.   In this paper, we make no attempt to determine the “true”, 

representative concentration at a point in space or time.  Rather, we make comparisons among 

the three methods and use the widely accepted purge method as the standard for comparison.  

Use of purge as a means of comparison is not intended to imply that purge is most representative 

of aquifer water at the well.  In fact, it is likely that some of the disagreement between purge and 

the other methods is due to uncertainties and artifacts introduced by purge sampling.  In our 

analyses, we examine whether there are consistent biases between purge and the other methods 

and whether the magnitude of differences in measured concentrations depend on analyte type, 

absolute concentration, and well characteristics.     

Background 

The purge method (Barcelona et al, 1985) is so named because it begins with removing 

three to five borehole volumes of water from the well.  Water is removed to ensure that the water 

filling the well is “fresh” aquifer water, i.e. water that has not been resident in the well, relatively 

isolated from the aquifer.  While purge sampling does ensure that the well is filled with aquifer 

water, there is no assurance that the water is representative of the portion of the aquifer screened 
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by the well.  Vertical variations in hydraulic conductivity (K) and aquifer water quality can lead 

to portions of the aquifer being overrepresented or underrepresented (Pickens et al. 1978).  

Gradients created by groundwater purging may result in water being drawn to the well from 

above or below the screened interval (GeoInsight, 2014).  Additionally, purge sampling is known 

to mobilize solids and colloidal particles, increasing turbidity (Kearl et al. 1994). 

The low-flow method (Puls and Barcelona, 1996; Yeskis and Zavala, 2002) consists of 

pumping water from a well at a slow rate so that minimal change in water level is caused by 

pumping.  This increases the likelihood that water is drawn horizontally into the well under 

laminar flow conditions.  Routine parameters (e.g. temperature, pH) are monitored while 

pumping takes place.  Once routine parameters have stabilized, a sample is collected.  Like the 

purge method, low-flow sampling ensures that water is removed from the aquifer, but it 

generally results in generation of significantly less pumped water (Puls and Barcelona, 1996).  

However, low-flow sampling does not guarantee that sample water is “representative” of the 

entire portion of the aquifer screened by the well.  Depending on aquifer conditions, low-flow 

sampling may draw water from a discrete section of the well screen or the entire well screen 

(EPA, low-flow SOP).  Also, low-flow sampling is not practical in some wells because low 

transmissivities can make it difficult to avoid purging the well even at very low pumping rates.   

The landmark regulatory reports about low-flow sampling (Puls and Barcelona, 1996 and 

Yeskis and Zavala, 2002) provided guidelines for the method.  These guidelines included many 

restrictive recommendations that limited the applicability of the method.  Since the initial reports 

on the method, many have suggested that the method is relevant in a broader context than 
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initially suggested.   However, as noted by Barcelona et al. (2005), regulatory frameworks often 

still rely on the early EPA documents for guidance.   

Since Puls and Barcelona’s recommendations (1996) on low-flow sampling was released, 

a passive, no-purge sampling method called HydraSleeve was developed.  HydraSleeve is a 

sampling method developed by GeoInsight (Las Cruces, New Mexico).  A HydraSleeve consists 

of a disposable polyethylene tube-shaped bag, sealed at the bottom and flared open at the top 

with a check-valve.  During sampling, a quick, upward pull on the tether causes the HydraSleeve 

to fill with water from the screened interval of the well before the check-valve closes.  The 

closed check-valve prevents contact with overlying groundwater as the HydraSleeve is removed 

from the well.   Because the water is not purged from the well when a HydraSleeve is deployed, 

HydraSleeve is only an appropriate sampling method if natural gradients in the aquifer and well 

are sufficient to cause consistent flow through the well.  Sampling using a HydraSleeve requires 

minimal time, does not generate significant waste water, and has minimal startup costs.   

DESCRIPTION OF DATA COLLECTION AND DATASET 

Water quality data from 35 wells at a closed mine site in the western United States were 

used in the study.  Wells were drilled and completed in sedimentary strata ranging from fractured 

sandstone to mudstone.  Well characteristics are highly varied and are summarized in Appendix 

A.  Saturated thicknesses in the well network range from four to 170 feet and were constructed to 

either fully or partially screen the aquifer.  Hydraulic testing was conducted on each well and 

reported hydraulic conductivities ranged from less than 0.001 feet/day to over 400 feet/day.   

Each well was developed prior to collection of groundwater samples.   
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Sampling Methodology 

Wells were sampled in order from least water removed/least disturbance to most water 

removed/most disturbance; i.e. HydraSleeve was used first (no-purge), followed by low-flow 

(horizontal, laminar flow), and finally purge (turbulent horizontal and vertical flow).  Sampling 

was done in this order so that the higher impact methods would not affect the results from the 

lower impact methods.  Additionally, after each sampling method, water levels were allowed to 

recover back to static conditions before the next method was used.  Any water removed via the 

early methods (HydraSleeve, low-flow) is water that would have been removed via the later 

methods (low-flow, purge), and can effectively be considered part of the minimal purge/purge 

processes. 

HydraSleeves were deployed with a weight at the bottom via a disposable nylon line and 

placed approximately one to two feet below the midpoint of the saturated section of the well 

screen.  After a minimum of 24 hours, HydraSleeves were retrieved and a sample was taken.   

After HydraSleeve sampling, groundwater samples were collected using low-flow 

sampling techniques in general accordance with the recommendations of Puls and Barcelona 

(1996) and Yeskis and Zavala (2002).  During low-flow sampling, a pump was placed at the 

midpoint of the well screen interval.  Wells were purged through disposable tubing at rates less 

than 500 milliliters per minute to minimize drawdown.  During purging, field parameters (pH, 

specific conductance, temperature, oxidation-reduction potential [ORP], dissolved oxygen [DO], 

and turbidity) were monitored through a flow-through cell (YSI Pro Series multimeter and flow 

through cell) and recorded on field sampling data sheets at three-minute intervals.  With stable 

water levels in the well, groundwater samples were collected after field parameters had stabilized 

within ± 0.1 standard units for pH, ± three percent for specific conductance and temperature, ± 
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10 millivolts (mv) for ORP, and ± 10 percent for turbidity and DO.  Low-flow sampling deviated 

from the recommendations of Puls and Barcelona (1996) and Yeskis and Zavala (2002) because 

many of the wells had well screens that exceeded recommended screen lengths.  

After HydraSleeve and low-flow sampling, wells were sampled using the purge method.  

Groundwater samples were collected using volume-based purge techniques in accordance with 

the US EPA Ground-Water Sampling Guidelines for Superfund and RCRA Project Managers 

(Yeskis and Zavala, 2002).  Depth to water in the well was measured and used to calculate 

casing volumes for each well.  A submersible pump and disposable tubing were used to purge 

the wells until at least three casing volumes were removed.  During purging, purge rates and field 

parameters (pH, specific conductance, temperature, ORP, DO, and turbidity) were monitored.  

Groundwater samples were collected after at least three purge volumes were removed and field 

parameters from three successive readings stabilized within ± 0.1 standard units for pH, ± three 

percent for specific conductance and temperature, ± 10 mv for ORP, and ± 10 percent for 

turbidity and DO.  Several wells were purged dry before three casing volumes were removed.  At 

these wells, samples were collected within a 24-hour period after 80 percent recovery 
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Water Quality Analysis 

For all methods, samples collected for dissolved metals analysis were filtered in the field 

using disposable 0.45 micron filters and preserved with laboratory-supplied nitric acid.  Sample 

containers were placed in iced coolers immediately after sample collection and shipped to a 

USEPA approved lab under standard chain of custody protocols (ASTM D4840 - 99(2010)).  

QA/QC split samples were submitted to a second lab.   

Groundwater samples were analyzed for two routine parameters, nine dissolved common 

constituents, and four dissolved trace metals; 15 constituents in total.  Specific conductance was 

analyzed by standard method A2510 B, and pH by standard method A4500-HB.  TDS was 

analyzed by standard method A2540 C, chloride and sulfate were analyzed by US EPA 

Method 300.0, bicarbonate as HCO3 by standard method A2320 B, calcium, magnesium, 

potassium, and sodium by US EPA Method 200.7, and carbonate as CO3 by standard method 

A2320 B.  Dissolved uranium, molybdenum, selenium, and arsenic were analyzed by US EPA 

Method 200.8. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

 Three levels of analysis were conducted to compare the performance of the three 

sampling methods.  First, results from all three methods were compared to determine if the 

methods yield similar concentrations.  Second, results were analyzed to evaluate the effect of 

analyte on sample method comparability.  Finally, results were analyzed to determine whether 

the comparability of results was dependent on hydraulic conductivity, saturated screen length, or 

saturated well volume.  
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Log-log scatter plots of results from low-flow and HydraSleeve samples indicate 

relatively small differences when compared to purge sampling (Figure 1).  The results of low-

flow and Hydrasleeve were compared to purge, which is generally taken to be the standard 

groundwater sampling method (e.g. Kearl et al. 1994).  It is important to remember that all three 

methods have the potential to introduce errors and uncertainties when attempting to collect 

representative samples.  Therefore, we refer to differences among the methods as differences or 

deviations, rather than errors.  Approximately 81% of the paired low-flow/purge (Figure 1, left) 

and 80% of the HydraSleeve/purge samples (Figure 1, right) are within the 20% margin shown.  

The relative deviations are heteroscedastic, with significantly larger relative deviations among 

lower concentration samples than among higher concentration samples.  Additionally, trace 

metals have larger relative deviations than common constituent and routine parameters. 

The cumulative distribution function for low-flow/purge and HydraSleeve/purge for all 

analytes show no evidence of an over/underestimation bias: the median low-flow/purge and 

HydraSleeve/purge ratio is one for all analytes (Figure 1, bottom).  This result holds for all 

constituents; results are identical in shape for all analyte subgroups (not shown).   
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Figure 1. Routine parameters, common constituents, and trace metals are indicated by color on the plot.   Lines depicted on 
the plots show a ±20% deviation from a 1:1 line.  Both low-flow (left) and Hydrasleeve (right) show good agreement with 
purge for most observations.  The ratio of Hydrasleeve/Purge and Low-Flow/Purge is near one for most constituents and 
there is not a clear bias towards overestimation or underestimation of concentration compared to purge (bottom). 

Tests for normality showed that concentration data were not normally distributed.  

Therefore, standard statistical tests of the population mean (such as the t-test) are not valid for 

this particular dataset.  The sign test provides a nonparametric test on the median of a sample 

population.  Sign tests were conducted on concentration differences for each of the sample 

method pairs for major ions and trace metals.  The null hypothesis is that the median of the 

differences is equal to zero, and the two-tailed alternate hypothesis is that the median is not equal 

to zero.  Table 1 shows p-values calculated from the sign test over the three sample method 
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pairings.  A p-value of less than 0.05 indicates that the null hypothesis is rejected at the 95% 

confidence level.  

  Ca Mg Na K Cl HCO3 SO4 TDS As Mo Se U 

SP - HS 0.241 0.680 0.241 1.000 0.157 0.109 0.017 0.032 0.003 0.572 0.108 0.446 

SP - LF 0.896 0.889 0.674 0.405 0.785 0.691 0.310 0.701 0.001 1.000 0.143 0.354 

LF - HS 0.782 0.355 0.009 0.383 0.063 0.039 0.310 0.022 0.016 0.845 0.185 0.121 

Table 1. p-values of Sign Test, p<0.05 indicate non-zero median of residuals at 95% confidence 
level 

 

The null hypothesis was rejected for a total of 8 of the 36 tests, and 7 of those instances 

involved the HydraSleeve sampling method.  Only 1 of the tests for which the null hypothesis 

was rejected occurred for a purge-low flow pairing, indicating that these two sample methods 

may be the most similar.  Arsenic samples differed for all three sample method pairs.   

The fractions of low-flow and Hydrasleeve samples that positively and negatively exceed 

a 20% deviation from purge for each analyte indicate a differential response across chemical 

analysis (Figure 2).  The fraction of the bar that extends above zero indicates purge samples that 

produced higher concentrations than the other sampling method, while the fraction of the bar 

below zero indicate purge samples that produced lower concentrations.  

The HydraSleeve and low-flow are equally likely to underestimate or overestimate 

concentration relative to purge for most constituents (Figures 1 and 2).  No pH samples 

collected using an alternative method differ from the pH of samples collected via purge by over 

20%.  For this reason the pH bars are empty.  Results are less consistent between methods for 

trace metals than they are for common constituents and routine parameters.   HydraSleeve shows 
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a tendency to underestimate the concentration of sodium, chloride, carbonate, sulfate, and TDS 

compared to purge and low-flow.  Low-flow appears to overestimate potassium, chloride, 

carbonate, sulfate, TDS, and iron relative to HydraSleeve and purge.  Arsenic stands out because 

of the strong tendency for low-flow and HydraSleeve to yield lower arsenic concentrations than 

purge.  This tendency may be a reflection of the hydrogeologic conditions at the site; during the 

drilling of some wells at the site pyrite was noted in the lithology by well drillers.  Oxidation of 

pyrite, as may occur during well purging, is known to release arsenic into groundwater (Dowling 

et al., 2002). 
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Figure 2.  Fraction of samples exceeding 20% difference threshold by analyte for low-flow and HydraSleeve sampling 
methods.  Trace metals show larger discrepancies between methods than common constituents and routine parameters.  
Most analytes do not show a bias towards overestimation or underestimation of concentration, however arsenic is 
underestimated by low-flow and HydraSleeve relative to purge.   
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Figure 3.  Fraction of samples exceeding 20% difference threshold by well is shown for all wells; method comparability varies 
substantially by well (top).  Hydraulic conductivity (second from top), saturated screen length (third from top), and saturated 
well volume (bottom) are not strong controls on the comparability of sampling methods. 

The fraction of samples positively and negatively exceeding a 20% deviation threshold 

for each well indicate a considerable diversity in behavior across wells (Figure 3).  Wells are 

sorted by fraction of samples exceeding the threshold in each well (both positive and negative 

exceedances summed for both Hydrasleeve and low-flow).  Well M-4 had only 1.7% of samples 

that exceed the 20% deviation threshold, while in well MW-83, 48% of the samples exceeded the 

threshold.  MW-16 showed the highest exceedance for a single method, with 57% of samples 

exceeding the threshold for Hydrasleeve.   
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The hydraulic conductivity, saturated screen length, and saturated well volume for each 

well are illustrated in Figure 3.  If there was a strong direct relationship between K and percent 

exceeding the threshold, we would expect to see a continual increase in K from left to right.  

Conversely, a strong inverse relationship between K and percent discrepancy would show a 

decrease in K from left to right. The results provide a visual indication of the relationship 

between sampling method comparability and K, saturated screen length, and saturated well 

volume.  No single factor illustrated can predict the comparability of sampling methods.  This 

suggests that simple rules (e.g. well screens should not be longer than 10ft in length for low-flow 

sampling (Yeskis and Zavala, 2002)) are not sufficient to ensure that sampling methods are 

comparable.   Observed variations in method comparability may be a reflection of well specific 

hydrogeologic heterogeneities, such as variations in the distribution of hydraulic conductivity 

and aquifer water concentration along the length of the well screen.   

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 Groundwater samples were collected from 35 wells using three groundwater sampling 

methods; HydraSleeve, low-flow, and purge.  The groundwater samples were analyzed for a total 

of 15 analytes including two routine parameters (specific conductance, pH), nine common 

constituents (TDS, chloride, sulfate, bicarbonate, calcium, magnesium, potassium, sodium, and 

carbonate), and four trace metals (uranium, molybdenum, selenium, and arsenic).  Wells included 

a wide range of hydraulic and well construction characteristics.  Results indicate that low-flow, 

HydraSleeve, and purge comparable methods most analytes and wells.  However, trace metals 

showed more variability between sampling methods than routine parameters and common 
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constituents, particularly for arsenic.  Comparability of sampling methods does appear to be well 

specific, but no individual well characteristic was found to be a control of method comparability. 

Overall, the results show good agreement among the sampling methods.  For common 

constituents and routine parameters, results are highly comparable among the wells.  

HydraSleeve, low-flow, and purge appear to be equivalent choices for monitoring these 

constituents.  For trace metals, HydraSleeve and low-flow frequently produce different results 

than purge, although no significant difference was detected using a sign test between low-flow 

and purge for any trace metals other than arsenic.  With the exception of arsenic, the differences 

are not biased towards overestimation or underestimation of concentration.  For the purpose of 

regulation of uranium, molybdenum, or selenium, purge should not be considered more or less 

conservative than HydraSleeve or low-flow.  For arsenic, purge sampling appears to produce 

higher (more conservative) concentrations than HydraSleeve and low-flow.  This result shows 

the need for analyte specific studies, or site-specific investigations, to justify the use of 

alternative sampling methods.   

 The comparability of sampling methods is also dependent on the well.  Some wells 

showed large differences between sampling methods while others gave very similar results in 

almost all cases.  However, these differences cannot be accounted for easily by commonly 

recorded well characteristics such as well volume, screen length, or hydraulic conductivity of the 

aquifer.  Based on this study, generalized guidelines, as frequently presented in regulatory 

guidance documents, are not sufficient for determining an appropriate sampling method.  Before 

generalized guidelines are developed, further investigation to determine when each method is 

appropriate as needed. 
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APPENDIX B 

An Empirical Stochastic Modeling Approach to Estimating Yield from an Alluvial Aquifer 

Wellfield with Consideration of Wellfield Operator Behavior 

Timothy W. Bayley, Todd Keay, and Ty P.A. Ferré 

ABSTRACT 

Wellfields are complex systems composed of aquifers, which provide water to wells, 

wells and pumps that extract water from the aquifer, and pipelines that transmit water from wells 

to its destination.  In addition to the physical characteristics of these components, the 

performance of a wellfield is dependent on the operation of the wellfield by people.  Most 

wellfield models focus on describing physical hydrologic properties of aquifers, but devote little 

if any effort to describing the wells, pipelines, and human decisions that are responsible for 

extracting water from the aquifer.  This manuscript presents a novel approach to modeling a 

wellfield in an alluvial aquifer that includes characteristics of the wells, pipeline, and wellfield 

operators in addition to the aquifer itself.  The empirically based dynamic simulation modeling 

approach was able to acceptably match observed historic trends in water levels and pumping 

rates for most wells demonstrating that the approach may have value as a predictive tool.  The 

model was then run as a Monte-Carlo simulation to characterize the uncertainty in wellfield yield 

resulting from uncertain future aquifer recharge.  In addition, because the model includes wells, 

pumps, and pipelines, it is useful as a tool for identifying degradation of these wellfield 

components.  Finally, because the model includes operational decisions, the model could easily 

be extended to optimize operational decision making to maximize well yield. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Wellfields are complex systems in which aquifers, wells, pumps, pipelines, and people all 

interact to supply a water resource (Driscoll, 1986).  Each component of these systems has a 

critical role to play in determining the yield of the entire wellfield.  Wellfield models are a useful 

tool for estimating the yield of a wellfield and for understanding the dynamics of a wellfield 

(Mercurio et al., 1998).  Wellfields located in alluvial aquifers also have the added consideration 

of groundwater surface water interaction (Zekri et al., 2015).  In arid regions, climatic forcings 

can be the most important drivers of aquifer water level and can be critical to understand (Doble 

et al., 2012).  However, these uncertainties are frequently neglected in models of groundwater 

abstraction (Zekri et al., 2015). 

Most wellfield models focus on simulating aquifer dynamics using physically based 

analytical or numerical groundwater flow models (e.g. Moore et al., 2012).  Analytical models 

are simple to implement using common pumping test software (e.g. AQTESOLV) and can 

simulate the interference effects between multiple pumping wells for a wide variety of aquifer 

conditions (Rushton, 1985).  However, analytical models also require many simplifying 

assumptions about aquifer geometry, boundary conditions, and aquifer forcing (Rushton, 1985).  

Analytical models often require too many assumptions to be useful in complex hydrogeologic 

settings, particularly in systems with dynamic time varying boundaries or forcing (Freeze and 

Witherspoon, 1966).   

Numerical models can capture more complexity by simulating complex boundary 

conditions, aquifer geometries, and forcing functions (Freeze and Witherspoon, 1966) and are 

widely used in wellfield modeling for these reasons (e.g. Hansen et al., 2012; Parken et al., 

2007).  However, both of these modeling approaches focus on the complexity of the aquifer 
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itself, often neglecting the complexity of the wells, pumps, pipelines and people that are integral 

parts of the wellfield (Hansen et al., 2013).  These considerations can have a significant impact 

on estimates of total wellfield production (Hansen et al., 2013).   

Whether numerical or analytical, most wellfield models require the modeler to specify 

the pumping rate of the well (Freeze and Cherry, 1979).  The pumping rate is assumed to be 

achievable, regardless of the water level in the aquifer or the limitations of the well and pump .  

Examples of this exist in models to optimize the configuration of a wellfield (Swamee et al, 

1999), models to optimize water supply protection (Varljen and Shafer, 1993), and models to 

optimize the pumping rates of wells (Al-Kharabsheh and Al-Mahamid, 2002).  While this is a 

necessary assumption for many applications, it is often a critical failure of wellfield models 

(Madsen et al., 2009).  Wellfield yield is a function of the state of the aquifer itself, the 

performance of the wells and pumps that pump the aquifer, and the pipeline that transmits the 

water.  Nevertheless, very few models of wellfields have studied coupled aquifer-well-pump-

pipeline systems (Hansen et al., 2012; Hansen et al., 2013; Tsai et al. 2009) 

An alternative to the commonly used analytical and numerical simulation approaches is 

the artificial neural network (ANN) approach (e.g. Coppola et al., 2003; Parkin et al, 2007).  

ANNs are a method of mapping input vectors to a given output vector.   Unlike analytical and 

numerical approaches, the ANN approach does not have its roots in a physically based 

relationship.  Rather, an ANN is an empirical model that is trained to reproduce data using 

statistical formulations.  Coppola et al. (2003) presented an ANN as a tool to predict transient 

water levels under variable state, pumping and climate conditions.  Their ANN was able to 

reproduce measured water levels with a high level of accuracy and was more effective at doing 

so than a numerical flow model developed for the same system.   ANNs have also been 
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successfully used to learn from and ultimately replace more computationally intensive numerical 

models of groundwater-surface water interaction with groundwater pumping (Parkin et al., 

2007).  ANNs are a promising tool for wellfield modeling because of their ability to adapt to 

changes in the relationship between datasets (Coppola et al, 2003). 

Objective 

The objective of this model is to estimate total wellfield yield and serve as a diagnostic 

tool to help identify well and pump problems or gaps in wellfield knowledge.  This paper 

presents a wellfield model that focuses on the interaction between an alluvial aquifer, wells, 

pumps, and wellfield operators.  Water levels in the alluvial aquifer are very responsive to 

surface water flow events.  We elected not use a physically based groundwater flow model to 

represent the aquifer and instead to use a regression based modeling approach.  We made two 

critical assumptions to model the aquifer:  

1. Water level decline can be estimated using a constant rate of decline based on 

observed long-term well-specific rates of decline from the pumping wellfield.  

Observed aquifer water level declines are assumed to be include the effects of 

regional aquifer water level trends as well as dewatering effects of the pumping wells, 

which occurred nearly continuously throughout the period of record.  Interference 

effects are assumed to be negligible if present because the wells are spaced at large 

distances and the aquifer is unconfined. 

2. Aquifer recharge can be simulated through simple, empirically derived, well-specific 

streamflow-recharge relationships. 

Accepting these assumptions, the model could be developed so that each well is 

simulated in isolation from the other wells.  In other words, interference effects, if present, are 
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assumed to be captured in the historic pumping record.  Some have suggested that the range of 

influence of pumping wells in an unconfined aquifer is limited to 150-300m (Swamee et al, 

1999).   Wells in the wellfield modeled here are much further from each other than 300m.  

Production from each individual well can then be summed to calculate production for the entire 

wellfield.   

This modeling approach has several advantages over the groundwater flow models that 

are more frequently developed for wellfield management problems.  The model simulates the 

feedbacks that occur between a pump, pipeline, and aquifer to determine the well water level and 

production.  These feedbacks can dramatically effect wellfield production, particularly for 

wellfields in which the saturated thickness of the well screen varies significantly.  The model 

also attempts to simulate behaviors of wellfield operators that enable increased production during 

periods of lower water levels.  Additionally, the model simulates uncertain future aquifer 

recharge.  For shallow alluvial aquifers, such as the aquifer modeled here, recharge can be a 

critical factor in determining wellfield yield.  This allows model outputs to be used to determine 

the risk of failure to meet projected demands.   

Site Description 

This study was conducted for a wellfield in an alluvial aquifer in the western United 

States.  The alluvial aquifer from which the wellfield pumps extends for a 3 mile length beneath 

an ephemeral stream.  The alluvial sediments range in thickness from 70 feet to 140 feet.  Water 

levels in the aquifer are highly responsive to streamflow events.  Recharge events primarily 

occur during winter rains although summer rains can also induce moderate recharge.  Large 

recharge events that cause the aquifer to “fill up” have occurred once in the last two decades.  
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The relationship between streamflow and water level for well PW-1 can be clearly seen on 

Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Long Term Hydrograph for Well PW-1 

The wellfield includes 7 wells that are completed in a floodplain alluvium aquifer.  The 

wells are connected to a pipeline system that transports water from the wellfield to a holding tank 

and from there to an industrial facility.  Wellfield managers turn wells on and off as needed to 

provide adequate water supply to the facility.  Water demand at the facility varies seasonally 

with demand peaking in the summer months near 2070 GPM and reaching their low in winter 
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months near 1250 GPM.  Aggregate model results are presented as “excess supply” and show the 

difference between projected wellfield production and projected water demand. 

The model was developed using GoldSim version 11.1 (Goldsim Technology Group 

2014).  GoldSim is a dynamic simulation modeling software and excels at representing feedback 

loops in time series.  A feedback loop is a system in which the state of one variable affects the 

state of another variable, which in turn affects the state of the first variable.  Many feedback 

loops exist in a well-aquifer system.  For example, the pumping rate in a well affects the amount 

of drawdown in the well, the drawdown in the well affects the amount of lift that the pump must 

provide, which in turn affects the pumping rate of the well.  Many such examples exist in the 

system represented in the Model.  These feedbacks, which occur almost immediately in a real 

world system, are often poorly represented in wellfield models. 

Another advantage of GoldSim for simulating a wellfield is that it easily represents 

uncertainty through Monte Carlo simulation.  Uncertainty of future streamflow events is a 

critical uncertainty in the alluvial aquifer system being modeled.  The model uses Monte Carlo 

simulation to demonstrate how variability in past streamflows translates to uncertainty in future 

recharge events and ultimately risk that the wellfield will fail to meet water demands. 

The model simulates groundwater pumping for the period from July 2012 to July 2022 

with time steps every 12 hours.  The goal of the model is to project pumping rates in the future, 

however, the model includes the historical period from July 2012 through the start of 2015 to 

provide a comparison between simulated projections and observed data.   
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METHODS 

Structure of Well Module 

The model is composed of individual, identically structured modules for each well.  The 

yield from each individual well is then summed to estimate total wellfield yield.  Figure 2 

illustrates a simplified flow chart for a well module.  The figure illustrates the feedback loop 

between pumping rate, drawdown, water level, and total head with blue rectangles.  Each of 

these critical components of the feedback loop is influenced by additional ancillary factors as 

illustrated with red elements in the figure.   
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Figure 2. Well Module Flow Chart 
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The pumping rate is estimated using the manufacturer specified pump curve for the pump in 

each individual well.  The pump curve describes the relationship between total head and the 

pumping rate.  As total head increases, the pumping rate of the well decreases.  An empirical, 

polynomial function is provided by the pump manufacturer for each pump.  Each polynomial is 

described in Table 1.  Pumping rates are also constrained to ensure that pumping rate is always 

greater than zero and less than the maximum pumping rate specified by the manufacturer. 

Table 1. Pump Curves and Operating Ranges 

Well 

Name 

Pumping 

Range 

(gpm) 

Head 

Range 

(feet) Manufacturer Provided Pump Curve  

PW-1 320 - 960 76 – 122 Q = -3.6E-03H
3
 + 0.9023H

2
 - 8.389E+01H + 3.718E+03 

PW-2 456 - 1368 85 – 202 Q = -6.608E-04H
3
 + 1.966E-01H

2
 - 2.622E+01H + 2.583E+03 

PW-3 320 - 960 76 – 122 Q = -3.6E-03H
3
 + 0.9023H

2
 - 8.389E+01H + 3.718E+03 

PW-4 320 - 960 76 – 122 Q = -3.6E-03H
3
 + 0.9023H

2
 - 8.389E+01H + 3.718E+03 

PW-5 320 - 960 76 - 122 Q = -3.6E-03H
3
 + 0.9023H

2
 - 8.389E+01H + 3.718E+03 

PW-6 320 - 960 76 - 122 Q = -3.6E-03H
3
 + 0.9023H

2
 - 8.389E+01H + 3.718E+03 

PW-7 286 - 859 116 - 321 Q = -2.658E-04H
3
 + 1.752E-01H

2
 - 4.012E+01H + 3.906E+03 

Note: Q = pumping rate, H = pressure head, gpm = gallons per minute 

The Net Positive Suction Head requirement (NPSHr) is the amount of pressure that is 

necessary to maintain flow and avoid cavitation and ultimately degradation of a pump.  NPSHr is 

also estimated using a polynomial function that is provided by the pump manufacturer and is 

unique for each pump.  If the pressure head in a time step is less than NPSHr for the pumping 
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rate in the time step, the pump is turned off.  NPSHr polynomials are provided for each well in 

Table 2. 

Table 2. Net Positive Suction Head Requirement Curves and Operating Ranges 

Well 

Name 

NPSHr 

range 

(feet) Net Positive Suction Head (NPSHr)  Function 

PW-1 27.0 - 37.4 NPSHr = 8.138E-08Q
3
 - 1.083E-04Q

2
 + 4.649E-02Q + 2.056E+01 

PW-2 27.0 - 66.8 NPSHr = -2.812E-09Q
3
 + 6.774E-05Q

2
 - 7.232E-02Q + 4.606E+01 

PW-3 27.0 - 37.4 NPSHr = 8.138E-08Q
3
 - 1.083E-04Q

2
 + 4.649E-02Q + 2.056E+01 

PW-4 27.0 - 37.4 NPSHr = 8.138E-08Q
3
 - 1.083E-04Q

2
 + 4.649E-02Q + 2.056E+01 

PW-5 27.0 - 37.4 NPSHr = 8.138E-08Q
3
 - 1.083E-04Q

2
 + 4.649E-02Q + 2.056E+01 

PW-6 27.0 - 37.4 NPSHr = 8.138E-08Q
3
 - 1.083E-04Q

2
 + 4.649E-02Q + 2.056E+01 

PW-7 22.5 - 39.9 NPSHr = 4.554E-08Q
3
 - 1.226E-05Q

2
 - 4.114E-03Q + 2.357E+01 

Note: Q = pumping rate, H = pressure head, gpm = gallons per minute 

Step tests were conducted for each well using 3-5 pumping rates, depending on the well.  

Specific capacity was determined for each pumping rate and a polynomial was fit to the step test 

data for each well to develop a relationship between pumping rate and pumping induced 

drawdown.  Step test polynomial fits are provided for each well in Table 3.  In the alluvial 

system being modeled, the saturated thickness at each well can change substantially.  Reductions 

in screened saturated thickness reduce the specific capacity of the well, but the specific nature of 

these reductions is not known at this time.  Each step test curve is scaled proportionally based on 

the percent of saturated thickness at the well location during each time step. 
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Table 3. Step Test Polynomial Functions 

Well Name 

 Step Test Polynomial Function 

PW-1 Dd = 3.056E-07Q
2
 + 3.275E-03Q + 1.382E-01 

PW-2 Dd = 1.363E-06Q
2
 + 4.051E-03Q - 5.642E-02 

PW-3 Dd = 4.871E-07Q
2
 + 2.793E-03Q + 1.183E-01 

PW-4 Dd = 7.341E-07Q
2
 + 3.429E-03Q + 2.485E-01 

PW-5 Dd = 8.856E-07Q
2
 + 3.563E-03Q + 7.990E-02 

PW-6 Dd = 2.431E-06Q
2
 + 3.332E-03Q + 1.738E-01 

PW-7 Dd = 5.957E-06Q
2
 + 7.035E-03Q - 1.774E-02 

  Note: Q = pumping rate, Dd = drawdown 

 
The pumping water level is calculated as the sum of the depth to water during the last (most 

recent) time step, the change in pumping induced drawdown, and the change in aquifer water 

level.  The aquifer water level is estimated using daily aquifer declines and annual water level 

rises.  The projected rate of aquifer water level decline and rise is estimated using statistical 

analyses of historic data and is described in detail below. 

The total head on the pump is the sum of the lift and pipeline pressure.  Friction losses 

assumed to be negligible over the relatively short length of the wells and are not included in the 

current model.  Lift is the distance that a parcel of water must be “lifted” to reach the pipeline.  It 
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is equal to the water level in feet beneath ground surface plus the height of the pipeline above 

ground surface.   

Pipeline pressure was measured at each well during three data collection events and is shown 

to be relatively static in the well locations.  The model assumes that pipeline pressure is static, 

however in reality it changes somewhat depending on pipeline flows.  A full pipeline model was 

not developed as a part of this model, though it may lead to some improvements to results. 

When the water level in a well is dropping to the point that the well may violate its NPSHr, 

wellfield operators add additional resistance to well flow by tightening the gate control valve.  

The model simulates this wellfield operator behavior by incrementally adding pressure head as 

the water level in the well drops.  The model simulates valve tightening (in 1 or 10 PSI 

increments depending on the valve) any time the total head drops to within one foot of the 

NPSHr.  Tightening the gate control valve reduces the pumping rate of the well, but increases the 

length of time the well is able to pump before it shuts off completely and increases the total 

wellfield yield over time.  If the pressure increase produced by the valve adjustment exceeds a 

value specified for each well, the pump is shut off.   

Figure 2 illustrates the dynamic components of the well module, however, it does not 

include several well and pump characteristics required to calculate values for the model 

components illustrated in the figure.  Table 4 lists well characteristics that must be specified for 

each well and describes their purpose.   Table 5 lists the well characteristics for each well in the 

model. 
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Table 4. Well Characteristics 

Well Characteristics Units Purpose 

Top of perforations ft, bls Determine saturated thickness 

Bottom of perforations ft, bls Determine saturated thickness 

Initial depth to water ft, bls Initiate water level estimation 

Total alluvium 

thickness 

ft Ensure that aquifer does not 

overfill 
Pump setting ft, bls Estimate lift and pressure head 

Pipeline pressure  ft Calculate total head 

   Note: ft=feet, bls=beneath land surface 

   Table 5. Well Characteristics 

Well 

Name 

Top of 

Perforation 

Bottom of 

Perforation 

Pump 

Setting 

Initial 

Depth 

to 

Water 

Maximum 

Aquifer 

Thickness 

Thickness 

of 

Floodplain 

Alluvium 

Pipeline 

Pressure 

(ft bls) (ft bls) (ft bls)  (ft bls) (ft)  (ft)  (ft) 

PW-1 28.8 199.3 95 26.89 113.8 120 68 

PW-2 43.3 123.5 110 25.22 124.9 141 49 

PW-3 26.3 117 95 22.90 110.2 115 28 

PW-4 29.9 100.2 85 23.55 92.6 100 53 

PW-5 34.8 105 80 30.55 96.7 105 69 

PW-6 25 85 97 22.73 79.2 85 55 

PW-7 25 94 79 19.82 75.8 90 75 

        Note: ft = feet, ft bls = feet below land surface 
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Streamflow-Recharge Analysis 

As illustrated in Figure 1, aquifer water levels at the site are strongly related to the 

streamflow.  Aquifer water levels in the model are governed entirely by empirical relationships 

developed using streamflow records and well specific water level data.  Recharge in the 

floodplain alluvial aquifer at each well is related to the magnitude of annual streamflows at a 

USGS stream gage.  Streamflow was related to aquifer recharge on a well by well basis and 

implemented in the model using the following relationship: 

1. Daily stream flow rates in cubic feet per second (cfs) were summed for each water year 

(October 1- September 30), 1966-2013 as a proxy for annual stream flows.  The annual sum of 
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daily stream flows is shown in Figure 3 below. 

 

Figure 3. Annual Sum of Daily Streamflows 

2. A histogram of the annual sum of daily stream flows was generated, and an exponential 

probability distribution was fit to the histogram (Figure 4).  An exponential probability 

distribution with a mean of 31487.8 (cfs) is the best fit distribution for the data and 

defines the probability of a given annual sum of daily flows. 
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Figure 4. Probability Distribution of Annual Sum of Daily Flows 

3. At each well, monthly increase in water level was totaled for each water year during the 

period of record. 

4. Annual sum of daily stream flows was plotted against annual increase in water level for 

each well and a linear best fit line was found for each well. The linear equation describes 

a relationship between annual stream flow and the expected amount of water (feet) added 

to the aquifer in each well location (change in water level).  Figure 5 shows an example 

for well PW-1.  Like other wells, well PW-1 shows significant scatter in years with small 

annual streamflows.  The streamflow in 2005 was significantly higher than the 
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streamflow in other years strongly influence the slope of the linear best fit line.  Also, 

note that water level data was not available for all years for which streamflow data was 

available. 

 

Figure 5. Relationship between Annual Sum of Daily Streamflows and Water Level Rise in 

Well PW-1 

A meaningful, albeit imperfect, relationship exists between the annual sum of 

daily flows and the annual water level rise.  Estimation of aquifer recharge can be very 

difficult to predict, as is the case with this alluvial aquifer.  Recharge in this aquifer is a 

function of the magnitude, duration, and timing of stream flow events as well as other 

factors such as antecedent moisture conditions and phreatophyte activity.  None of these 
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factors are considered in the analysis presented here.  Understanding of the relationship 

between streamflow and aquifer recharge could be improved through a more complete 

analysis of the factors influencing this system. 

5. Periods of water level decline were identified for each well, and the median monthly 

decline was calculated for each well.  The median monthly decline was then converted 

into a daily decline. 

6. For each year of model simulation, a total annual streamflow value is selected from the 

probability distribution defined in Step 2. 

7. The annual streamflow value is used to estimate the annual rise in water level for each 

well using the best fit linear correlation described in Step 4.  The annual rise in water 

level is applied January 1
st
 of each year to represent recharge from winter rains. 

8. The daily decline in water level at each well (Step 5) is applied to each well each day 

throughout the simulation period. 

RESULTS 

 Measured and projected water level and pumping rate for well PW-3 are presented in 

Figure 6.  Note that the shift in the measured pumping rate that occurred in 2013 was because of 

well rehabilitation.  Predicted and observed pumping rates and water levels match fairly closely 

for well PW-3.  In other words, for a given water level, the predicted pumping rate closely 

matches the observed pumping rate.  There are some discrepancies related to the rate of 

drawdown and the rate of recharge.  This is a function of the timing of the recharge.  In the 

model, all annual recharge is delivered in a single day, while in the real system, the recharge is 

delivered more incrementally.  
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Figure 6. Water Level and Pumping in Well PW-3 

 Not all wells behave as well as PW-3.  For example, projected pumping rates in well PW-

7 are about 100-200 gpm higher than measured pumping rates for similar water levels (Figure 

7).  This is an indication that our understanding of the system may be incorrect.  It is possible 

that the well is pumping against more head than is modeled, or it is possible that the well or 

pump has been degraded and is in need of repair.  Identifying underperforming wells via this 

modeling approach provides information that well field operators can use to target maintenance 

and data collection activities to improve wellfield performance. 
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Figure 7. Water Level and Pumping in Well PW-7 

The model was run for 1000 realizations.  The uncertainty introduced by uncertainty of 

future streamflows has large implications for wellfield yield.  The minimum total pumping rate 

for the wellfield at the end of the model is 0 gpm and the maximum total pumping was 

approximately 5,000 gpm.  The results can be framed in terms of excess supply (wellfield yield – 

water demand) to better understand the risk of failing to meet demand.  As shown in Figure 8, 

the earliest that demands may not be met is in late 2014.  The median projection fails to meet 

demand in the summer of 2017.    

The stochastic modeling of uncertain future recharge presents a dire picture of the 

wellfields ability to meet supply.  Only five percent of projections show that the current wellfield 

will meet demand during the modeled time.  The five percent of models that do meet demands 
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are only able to do so because large, but unlikely, recharge events occurred refilling the aquifer 

when water levels are low.  The low probability of meeting demands provides a clear indicator to 

wellfield managers that additional water supplies need to be identified to reliably meet demands 

in the future.  Use of stochastic modeling presents much more information about management 

risks to decision makers, leading to better informed decisions than the simple deterministic 

modeling that is often used in wellfield modeling studies. 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Projected Excess Water Supply from Entire Wellfield 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Projections of total yield from wellfields can be critical to understand for decision 

making, especially in areas were water availability is limited.  Most wellfield models excel at 

parameterizing aquifers and simulating the inference effects that occur when multiple wells are 

pumping (Gilliland and Nguyen, 1987).   However, these models neglect many of the complex 

feedbacks that occur in a wellfield to determine how yield changes in response to changing water 

levels.  These feedbacks are particularly important in aquifers where water levels change rapidly 

(Madsen et al., 2009), such as in the alluvial system described in this paper.  Additionally, water 

levels in alluvial aquifers are frequently controlled by uncertain climatic drivers.  These 

uncertain climatic drivers can be difficult to simulate in a complex numerical modeling 

environment where run times are long and numerical stability is tenuous.   

The dynamic simulation modeling approach described in this paper has several 

advantages over traditional wellfield modeling approaches.  This approach simulates the yield of 

each well as a function of each individual well, pump, and runoff recharge response.  Not all 

wells or pumps are created equally; describing their behavior using pump curves and step test 

curves can significantly impact projected yields (Driscoll, 1986).  Human behaviors, like 

tightening a valve to ensure that NPSHr is not violated, and are difficult to implement in other 

approaches, can easily be implemented in this modeling approach.  Using this approach also 

provides insight about the performance of each individual well/pump and can be used as a tool to 

help target well and pump maintenance or replacement.   

Implementation of stochastic recharge is simple using this modeling approach.  In arid 

alluvial systems like the one described, it is likely that uncertainty of climatic drivers is the most 

important uncertainty for determining wellfield yield (Doble et al., 2012).  This approach enables 
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model results to easily be translated into risk – something that wellfield managers can readily 

understand and use for decision making.  Finally, this modeling approach is relatively simple to 

implement.  One algorithm needs to be developed to simulate pumping, drawdown, and water 

level for a single well.  Well specific pump curves, NPSHr curves, step test curves, and well 

attributes can be substituted to customize the algorithm for additional wells.   

 There are however, some short comings to the method that could be improved in future 

work.  The method described does not account for interference effects.  This may be acceptable 

assuming that pumping induced drawdown is small in comparison to natural variations in water 

level as is the case in the system described (the wells are far apart, the aquifer is unconfined, and 

there is substantial natural variation in water level).  However, in many situations, interference 

effects need to be modeled (Rushton, 1985).  Additionally, while the statistical method used to 

estimate recharge based on streamflow appears to be reasonably accurate, it lacks precision.  

Improvements to this relationship would improve the predictive power of model results.  Finally, 

the method could be improved by employing an ANN which would be able to better adapt to 

changes in the relationship between model components – for example, as well efficiency 

degrades through time. 
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APPENDIX C 

Decision Making Using Multiple Model Predictions:  

A Case for Non-probabilistic Decision-Making Methods 

Timothy W. Bayley and Ty P.A. Ferré 

ABSTRACT 

Hydrologists, modelers, and resource managers are often tasked with using predictions 

generated by multiple models to guide decision making.  The complexity of real-world 

hydrologic systems complicates the use of these predictions for decision making because of the 

difficulties involved in adequately characterizing model probabilities and because of the 

possibility of hydrologic “surprises”.  These complications are commonly addressed using model 

selection, model averaging, and decision methods, which include both probabilistic and non-

probabilistic methods.  This paper explores the characteristics and roles of these three classes of 

methods and illustrates their limitations using an example based on a synthetic groundwater 

recharge problem.  Moreover, it presents the results of applying non-probabilistic decision 

making methods from economic, business, and decision science literature to this recharge 

problem and compares them to decisions selected by using model selection, model averaging, 

and probabilistic decision methods.  The results show that the decision maker’s values and risk 

tolerance are critical to using model predictions wisely and that non-probabilistic methods — 

which are often less costly than probabilistic ones — deserve a larger place in hydrology.  In a 

post audit analysis of our example, the maximin criteria was the most robust decision metric over 

a large number of model ensembles, however, this robust result came at the expense of the 
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chance of higher utility outcomes.  The minimax regret criteria was able to select decisions that 

had a low risk of incurring high costs, but were also rarely optimal, providing a balanced choice 

without any assessment of probability.  The median decision made using the maximum expected 

utility criteria performed better than any of the other methods, but also had more risk of selecting 

decisions that had low utility than the maximin or minimax regret criteria.  The non-probabilistic 

methods are particularly valuable when model probabilities are unavailable or deemed 

unreliable, when the modeled environment is complex enough that hydrologic “surprises” are 

expected, or when the cost of probabilistic modeling will exceed the value at risk in decision 

making.  If probabilities are reliable, the maximum expected utility decision will select the 

optimal decision more often than the other methods discussed.  

INTRODUCTION 

Recent scientific literature shows a strong trend toward quantifying uncertainty in 

hydrologic modeling efforts (Beven 2005). The ubiquity of uncertainty in hydrology has long 

been known and can be separated into two primary components: aleatory uncertainty and 

epistemic uncertainty (Vose 2008). Aleatory uncertainties are both unknown and unknowable, 

such as those associated with future climate or precipitation. They have received much attention 

from those who consider the hydrologic impacts from projected climate change (e.g., Agostino et 

al. 2014). In contrast, epistemic uncertainties are knowable, but remain unknown; such 

uncertainties include those associated with hydraulic parameters or geologic structures. Both 

sources should be considered jointly for robust decision making. This paper specifically 

considers methods for addressing epistemic uncertainties. However, a strong understanding of 

epistemic uncertainties is the basis for any analysis of aleatory uncertainties. The possible range 
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of outcomes considering aleatory uncertainties alone is smaller if we assume that all epistemic 

knowledge is known. However, if epistemic knowledge is incomplete, then the range of 

outcomes may be substantially larger.  

In the past decade, advances in computing power and mathematical methods have 

enabled the widespread modeling of epistemic uncertainty. Early applications of numerical 

modeling to hydrology (e.g., Trescott et al. 1976) led to the development of publicly available 

and widely used software for distributed hydrologic modeling (McDonald and Harbaugh 1988). 

These software packages enabled modelers to create precise predictions, even for complex 

hydrologic settings. Concerns about the value of precise deterministic predictions began to 

emerge early in the development of hydrologic modeling, however, with suggestions that 

complex and highly uncertain systems should be modeled using stochastic rather than 

deterministic methods (Freeze, 1975). Efforts to characterize uncertainty have continued to 

advance since that time, particularly as a result of the methods Generalized Likelihood 

Uncertainty Estimator (GLUE, Beven and Binely 1992), Model Independent Parameter 

Estimation (PEST, Doherty 1994), UCODE (Poeter et al. 2005), and DiffeRential Evolution 

Adaptive Metropolis (DREAM, Vrugt and Ter Braak 2011), all of which have seen widespread 

use in applied hydrologic models
1
.  

Monte-Carlo and linear uncertainty analysis methods such as those used in PEST and 

UCODE have emerged as the most common for explicitly representing hydrologic uncertainty, 

                                                 
1
 In the context of this paper, a model refers to the set of equations, structures, and parameters used to represent a 

hydrologic system. This definition differs from the common definition in statistical literature, which differentiates a 

model (which has a unique set of equations) from a parameterization. In this paper, a more inclusive definition is 

used to simplify explanations.  
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particularly for complex systems (Neuman 2003). However, other methods, such as moment 

methods, have proven useful for simpler problems (Bover 1978). Most of these methods account 

for uncertainty by generating ensembles, or sets, of models. These ensembles can produce a 

range of plausible future conditions, leaving decision makers with uncertain hydrologic 

predictions.  

The topic of how to use uncertain hydrologic predictions has been studied by many 

scientists over the past several decades (e.g. Freeze et al. 1991, Lemming et al. 2010, Singh et al. 

2010, Su and Tung 2014, Wagner and Gorelick 1987). The literature describes a wide array of 

approaches to confront predictive uncertainty. Most fit into three broad classes of methods: 

model selection, model averaging, and decision making. Within each class, many individual 

methods can be applied during the modeling and decision-making process. Specific methods 

within each class are discussed later in this paper; however, in general terms, these classes are 

distinguished as follows: 

 Model-selection methods seek to identify a model (or subset of models) that best represents 

the hydrologic system based on an assessment of the model’s quality (Burnham and 

Anderson 2002).  

 Model-averaging methods attempt to create a single composite prediction that incorporates 

information from the ensemble of predictions, typically by relying on a measure of likelihood 

(Hoeting et al. 2002).  

 Decision-making methods require model outputs to be connected to some form of utility 

function (De Groot 1970). They are more concerned with what decision should be made in 

light of the uncertainty than with whether the model(s) of a hydrologic system is correct.  
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Probabilistic decision-making methods use the probabilities of model predictions and 

corresponding costs to try to determine the optimal decision. Non-probabilistic decision-

making methods consider the range of predictions but are not concerned with their 

probability distribution.  

Although the three methods have been applied widely to hydrologic problems (Freeze et 

al. 1992, Georgakakos et al. 2004, Gangis and Smith 2008, Lemming et al. 2010), the literature 

provides little guidance about when each should be used and how their behavior compares in 

decision-making contexts. This paper will provide an overview of each class of methods and 

describe their advantages and disadvantages. In addition, it will present an illustrative example 

based on a managed artificial groundwater recharge problem to illustrate the application of 

several decision-making methods to a hydrologic problem. 

A particular emphasis of this paper is the potential role of non-probabilistic methods as 

an alternative to probabilistic methods to support business-related hydrologic decision-making. 

Businesses frequently use non-probabilistic decision-making methods, which often better reflect 

their stance and level of risk aversion than probabilistic methods (Hansson 2005; Basili 2006). 

Non-probabilistic methods are particularly useful if model probabilities are unknown, if the 

hydrologic setting is too complex for the probabilities to be considered reliable, or if decisions 

have smaller financial implications than the cost of developing a probabilistic suite of models 

(Hansson 2005). Non-probabilistic decision-making methods also have implications in 

hydrologic modeling because they do not require modelers to assign a probability to each 

prediction (Gaspars-Wieloch 2014). 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Model Selection 

Model-selection methods seek to identify the best model or models to represent a 

hydrologic system. Traditionally, model selection is used to identify the single, highest quality 

model (Burnham and Anderson 2002). However, it can be a means of trimming an ensemble 

before model averaging or applying decision methods (Hoeting 1999).  

The process of choosing one or more models from an ensemble is based on quality. 

Quality typically encompasses two values: efficiency and simplicity (Akiake 1974). Efficiency is 

a measure of how well a model fits measured data. A simpler model has fewer parameters. 

Although most measures of model quality consider efficiency and/or simplicity, there is no 

universally agreed upon way of estimating these factors or combining them into a single metric. 

The range of metrics for assessing quality indicates that model-selection methods are inherently 

subjective (Beven 2006). Further, all model selection methods rely on efficiency criteria.  

Many statistical metrics are available to determine a model’s efficiency (Krause et al. 

2005, Legates et al. 1999). In general, they involve the following steps (Krause 2005):  

1. Calculating the error term, which is the difference between each simulated and observed 

quantity. 

2. Summing the error term. 

3. Normalizing the error by the variance in the observations.  
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Efficiency criteria are central to model-selection, model-averaging, and probabilistic decision-

making methods.  

The most basic means of model selection rely only on efficiency. For example, the 

maximum likelihood model selection method, which is based solely on finding the model with the 

highest efficiency, is used frequently (e.g. Chen et al. 2016). While rarely framed in this context, 

the process of deterministic model calibration used in UCODE (Poeter et al. 2005) and PEST 

(Doherty 1994) can be considered an example of best-fit model selection. During the process of 

automated calibration, many models are developed and run. Typically, the best-fitting model is 

retained and all other models are discarded from further consideration (e.g. Chen et al., 2016).  

The meaning of an efficiency criterion is not always clear, despite its standard use in 

modeling. Different efficiency criteria provide different estimates of efficiency and are not 

always well correlated (Krause 2005). Thus, a model’s calculated efficiency reflects the choice 

of efficiency criteria, not only the closeness between the model and the data. Combining multiple 

efficiency criteria has been suggested as a means of overcoming the shortfalls of single criterion 

(Beven and Binley 1992). 

Other researchers have noted that efficiency criteria are insufficient for assessing model-

data fit, for entirely different reasons (Voss 2011a). Increasing computing power and model 

complexity have enabled most models to attain near-perfect calibration (Voss 2011a; Beven 

2005). However, calibrating complex models requires assigning parameters to geologic 

structures that are not—and will never be—known (Voss 2011a,b). The ease of calibration may 

blind modelers to larger problems associated with misrepresented structures and processes. 
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Because calibration of such complex models is almost never unique, models cannot be trusted on 

the basis of calibration alone (Beven 2005).  

In addition to factors arising from efficiency criteria, measurement errors can obscure the 

relationship between model fit and data, further reducing a modeler’s ability to accurately 

evaluate a model (Harmel and Smith 2007). Any comparison of modeled and measured data is 

limited by the accuracy of the data that inform the comparison (Harmel and Smith 2007). Errors 

can arise from many sources—inaccurate measurement (Harmel et al. 2006), erroneous spatial 

averaging of measurements (Kundzewicz 2007), and incorrect interpretation of measured values 

(Vose 2008) —and the magnitude of the error can be difficult to quantify (Harmel and Smith 

2007). However, some progress has been made to estimate measurement error in recent years 

and may be generalizable (Baldassarre and Montanari 2009, Harmel et al. 2006). Methods for 

including measurement uncertainty in calculating model efficiency have been suggested (Harmel 

and Smith 2007) but remain far from standard practice.  

Another shortcoming of efficiency criteria is the problem of unforeseen conceptual 

models. This problem is described in hydrologic literature by the concept of surprise (Bredehoeft 

2005). It is similar to the idea of a Black Swan event—an unanticipated event whose probabilities 

cannot be computed (Taleb 2007). Taleb, who writes primarily about financial and political 

surprises, observes that such events have a disproportionate impact on history despite their 

presumed “low-probability.” In hydrology, conceptual surprises are revealed when new data are 

collected that renders the current conceptual model implausible. In the personal experience of 

Bredehoeft (2005), these “unknown unknowns” have been problematic in 19–28% of major 

hydrologic modeling exercises. Efforts to quantify uncertainty and assess model likelihood are 
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rendered moot when built on an incorrect conceptual framework (Bredehoeft 2005). Thus, even 

if a statistical measure indicates that a model and data match well, a modeler cannot assume for 

this reason alone that the model accurately simulates reality.  

The combined effects of measurement uncertainty, uninformative metrics for model 

efficiency, and unknown unknowns draw into question the extent to which our field relies on 

efficiency criteria. In light of these concerns and consistent with the principal of parsimony, Voss 

(2011b) suggests that rather than attempting to attain near-perfect calibration with a highly 

complex model, modelers should rely on “a suite of simple models (perhaps including some 

statistical models), each of which has few parameters and approximately fits the important data.” 

This perspective is not unique, and many model-selection metrics consider simplicity a criterion 

(e.g. Akaike 1974, Schwartz 1978). 

The majority of model-selection methods strive to find an optimal balance between 

efficiency and simplicity (Singh et al. 2010). These techniques aim to protect against over 

parameterizing the model or making unnecessary inferences that cannot be supported by the data. 

In order to balance efficiency and simplicity, these methods assign value to models that fit data 

well but penalize models as the number of parameters included increases (Akaike 1974).  

Here, too, there is subjectivity—specifically, in how severely a model is penalized for its 

number of parameters. For example, in the relatively complex world of numerical groundwater 

modeling, a model consists of structures, processes, and parameters that work together to 

simulate system behavior (e.g. Anderson and Woessner 1992). Most assessments of model 

simplicity consider only the number of parameters, ignoring the (usually important) contribution 
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of additional processes or structures to efficiency (e.g. Akaike 1974; Schwarz 1978). No standard 

method exists for assessing the contribution of non-parameter model components to complexity. 

Equally weighting the addition of a process such as land subsidence and a parameter such as 

hydraulic conductivity would seem to misrepresent the difference in complexity between these 

two components. 

The nonlinear parameter estimation software PEST incorporates the concept of 

parsimony in its formulation of model calibration using pilot points and regularization (Doherty 

2003). This method aims to minimize a global objective function, which is the sum of an 

efficiency objective function and a regularization objective function. The regularization objective 

function favors homogeneity of the parameter field or reduced parameterization. The objective 

function balances efficiency and simplicity so that simple models that fit the data well are 

preferred. However, non-parameter-based aspects of model complexity such as the processes and 

structures that contribute to the model are not reflected in the assessment. Another common 

technique that weights models based on number of parameters and model efficiency is the 

Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) (Akaike 1974), which is discussed in more detail in the 

methods section. 

These models selection methods apply to selection of both single and multiple models. 

Single models offer many practical advantages, despite the cautions levied against them 

(Burnham and Anderson 2002, Voss 2011b). They are easy to explain, defend, or refute through 

comparison to measured data. Predictions of state variables such as heads, concentrations, and 

fluxes, and estimations of parameters or conceptualizations can be checked against reality with 

relative ease. A single model holds appeal for some decision makers, regulators, and modelers 
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who find comfort in the apparent certainty (Beven 2006). It should be noted, however, that the 

process of model selection does nothing to reduce uncertainty; in fact, the appearance of 

certainty presented by a single model projection can mislead consumers of model results (Beven 

2006).  

Despite their drawbacks, single models may be suitable for very simple hydrologic 

settings paired with very simple hydrologic questions (Fogg 2016). In many ways, the use of a 

single model is ideal; however, this approach assumes that model probabilities are accurate and 

surprise is not a factor—requiring a level of simplicity that is rare in applied hydrology. 

Additionally, some legal and regulatory settings may consider multi-model methods too complex 

or difficult to assess. Even when mandated by regulators, single models should be selected with 

caution (Freeze 1975) because of the aforementioned drawbacks. Growing awareness of these 

drawbacks has led to the acceptance of multi-model methods by U.S. Courts in recent years 

(Lyondell Chem. Co. v. Occidental Chem. Corp. 2010).  

The same techniques used to select a single model can be used to select multiple models 

from an ensemble during the process of ensemble refinement. Selection of multiple models 

provides a useful means of reducing computational effort prior to model averaging or decision 

making (Burnham and Anderson 2002). In addition, multiple model selection can be used to 

remove models that are overly complex or too inefficient to be considered meaningful (Hoeting 

1999). Further, when a discriminatory data analysis will be performed to identify the most 

valuable new data (Kikuchi et al. 2015), model selection can consider cost as a factor to 

discriminate between models that are parsimonious and those that are associated with costly 

projections.  
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While ensemble refinement provides many benefits, the criteria for determining which 

models are acceptable are highly subjective (Konikow and Bredehoeft 1992). Subjectivity is 

inherent in the selection of both a model quality metric (Beven and Binley 1992) and threshold 

(Beven and Binely 1992). These sources of subjectivity are present in the ensemble refinement 

step of GLUE (Beven and Binley 1992) and in the Occam’s Window method (Madigan and 

Raftery 1994). GLUE suggests ensemble refinement based on model efficiency alone. Similarly, 

the Occam’s Window method excludes models that match the data far less well than the best 

model; it also provides the option to exclude models based on their complexity (Madigan and 

Raftery 1994). Both methods leave the choice of quality threshold to the modeler. 

Model Averaging 

Model-averaging methods combine an ensemble of predictions into a single prediction 

that gives the analyst more confidence than any individual member models (Georgakakos et al. 

2004, E.I. George comment in Hoeting et al. 1999). These methods are founded on the idea that 

the errors of each individual model are dampened by the averaging process, resulting in a model 

that is more predictive (Singh et al. 2010). Model-averaging approaches have been shown to 

outperform calibrated, best-fit, single models as predictive tools (Georgakakos et al. 2004).  

The simplest model-averaging approach, known as the Simple Average Model (SAM) 

(Shamseldin et al. 1997) is based on the arithmetic mean of all model predictions. Hence, this 

approach weights all models as equals. Most other model-averaging approaches also stem from a 

basic arithmetic mean but multiply the prediction by a normalized weighting term that indicates 

the relative importance of each model. Determining appropriate model weights has been the 

subject of extensive discussion in the literature (Singh et al. 2010).  
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In most methods, the weighting term is a model likelihood, which is based on an 

efficiency criterion. GLUE is a broadly applicable approach to addressing model uncertainty 

(Beven and Binley 1992). Model averaging within the GLUE structure relies on a “generalized 

likelihood” term that is used to weight the models in the averaging process; the term is 

generalized because the developers do not recommend a single measure of likelihood. Instead 

they recognize that many metrics of efficiency could be used to assess the quality of a model and 

stipulate only that the metric must be normalized such that the ∑𝐿𝑖 = 1. Likelihood terms used 

within GLUE have been based on many metrics of model quality including the Nash-Sutcliffe 

efficiency criterion (Nash and Sutcliffe 1970), the exponential likelihood function (Beven 2000), 

the scaled absolute maximum residual (Beven and Binley 1992), and many others. While GLUE 

has proven useful for a wide range of problems, its informal stance towards statistics has been 

the subject of controversy (Vrugt et al. 2008). 

An approach that is based on more formal mathematics is Bayesian Model Averaging 

(BMA). Described in an instructive manuscript by Hoeting et al. (1999), BMA is considered the 

gold standard of model-averaging techniques. BMA involves averaging the posterior probability 

of each model using a likelihood term. The likelihood term in BMA requires solving an integral 

that can be difficult to compute, particularly for the complex problems that are common in 

hydrology. The integral is generally computed through exhaustive Monte-Carlo sampling of the 

parameter space. However, applied hydrologic problems are typically sufficiently complex to 

render the method unfeasible. In practice, the Maximum Likelihood Bayesian Model Averaging 

(MLBMA) approach proposed by Neuman (2003) is the most commonly applied BMA 

technique in hydrology (Singh et al. 2010). Its likelihood values attempt to balance model 
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accuracy with complexity by employing the Kashyap Information Criterion (KIC) or the 

Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) in lieu of exhaustive Monte Carlo integration.  

While model averaging may generate a more accurate prediction (Georgakakos et al. 

2004), it suffers from several disadvantages. It does not produce any single model that can be 

checked for correctness or used to generate knowledge about the hydrologic system. In other 

words, model averaging generates a single prediction; however, that prediction is aggregated 

from numerous individual models with no underlying model that can be reviewed. Efforts to test 

the validity of the model may refine the likelihoods of the underlying models but do not lead to 

refinements of a single model (Roberts, 1965). If the model is used for a prediction beyond its 

original application, the entire ensemble must be rerun—a simple task for most single models but 

a much more daunting one for an entire ensemble. Some model consumers are unsettled by the 

lack of a testable model that is responsible for generating predictions (Lyondell Chem. Co. v. 

Occidental Chem. Corp 2010).  

Decision Methods 

Any decision analysis must begin with a clear definition of the decision that is being 

made (Hansson 2005). Once the decision has been defined, the hydrologic uncertainty should be 

recognized and inform the decision-making process. Decision science frequently uses three terms 

that are not widely used in hydrologic literature but apply nonetheless: states of nature, decision 

alternatives, and outcomes (Hansson 2005). A state of nature is a condition over which the 

decision maker has little or no control. In a hydrologic modeling context, states of nature are 

represented by the model predictions (Hansson 2005). Both epistemic and aleatory uncertainties 

may be reflected in states of nature. Depending on the decision-making approach, the states of 
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nature may be probabilistic and assign a probability to each state of nature (e.g. Hansson 2005) 

or non-probabilistic and make no statement about the probability of the states of nature (e.g. 

Wald 1950). Decision alternatives are the management or design options under consideration. 

An outcome is the consequence of the state of nature that occurs and the decision alternative that 

is chosen. In the decision-making process, the modeler or decision maker must identify the 

possible states of nature and the decision alternatives. Then, the outcomes corresponding to each 

state of nature / decision alternative combination should be determined.  

Decision alternatives are options that the decision maker can choose. They must be 

mutually exclusive for the problem to be tractable and they may be open, voluntarily closed, or 

involuntarily closed (Hannsson 2005). A set of open decision alternatives can be modified. For 

example, when selecting a water treatment method, a manager can choose which options to 

consider and add options at any moment. A set of voluntarily closed alternatives is limited by the 

decision maker, who may prohibit additional options, either to simplify the decision-making 

process or because time and money have been invested in the refining the current alternatives. 

Involuntarily closed decision alternatives are not limited by the decision maker. For example, the 

manager may only have a set number of options to choose from when deciding how to treat a 

specific contaminant because no others exist. Decision-making alternatives are typically 

represented in decision problems as being closed (Hannsson 2005).  

To determine the outcomes, decision-making methods require that each model-predicted 

state of nature be connected to a cost, value, or regret for each decision alternative using a utility 

function (Gaspars-Wieloch 2014). A utility function describes the value placed on a set of goods, 

circumstances, or outcomes (Marshal 1920). The simplest and earliest utility functions were 
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objective and described only the monetary value associated with an outcome; however, this 

objectivity did not allow decision makers to consider factors such as risk aversion (Hannsson 

2005). The resolution to a famous problem known as the St. Petersburg Paradox (Bernoulli 1738) 

revealed that the utility placed on a set of goods often changes as the quantity of the good 

changes—a glass of water has a much higher utility for someone stranded in the desert than for 

that same person in his suburban home. Thus, utility functions are often subjective; each 

stakeholder may have their own utility function to represent their unique perspective (Marshal 

1920). Although money is used frequently as the basis for a utility function, utility may relate a 

hydrologic impact to fish killed, flow increments added, energy consumed, or any other impact 

of interest (Savage 1951). Any equation that can be used to relate a hydrologic outcome to a real-

world outcome and represents a stakeholder’s values can be considered a utility function.  

While many decision-making methods focus on utility alone, others consider regret. 

Regret is the difference between the cost (or value) associated with the decision that was selected 

and the cost (or value) associated with the alternative that would have been selected if the actual 

state of nature were known (Savage 1951). If the decision selected is the best for the state of 

nature that occurs, the regret is zero; for the same state of nature, any other decision would have 

a higher, non-zero regret. Decision-making based on regret is driven by a desire to protect 

against the feeling of post-decision disappointment (Bell 1982). Although original applications 

of regret as a decision-making consideration omitted any other components, some have 

suggested that including regret as a component of utility improves decision making (Bell 1982, 

Hannsson 2005). 
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Methods for decision making under uncertainty may be probabilistic or non-probabilistic. 

Probabilistic methods, which factor both the probability and utility associated with each possible 

outcome to determine the best decision, have been applied widely in hydrologic literature, 

particularly in quantitative risk analyses (Freeze et al. 1991, Gangis and Smith 2008, Lemming et 

al. 2010). Non-probabilistic methods consider the range of possible outcomes and consider the 

utility of each possible outcome, but do not require any information about their probability. 

While non-probabilistic methods are underrepresented in hydrologic literature (Duckstein et al. 

1975, Freeze 1991), they have significant value for some decision makers (e.g. Ferrando 2015, 

Gaspars-Wieloch 2014, Sniedovich 2007) and merit discussion.  

Probabilistic Methods 

Probabilistic methods—the most commonly used paradigm in decision science—have 

seen widespread application throughout business, economics, policy, and the physical sciences 

(Hannsson 2005). These strategies were first applied in hydrologic literature to risk analysis 

problems and championed by the work of Freeze and colleagues in the early 1990s (Freeze et al. 

1991, James et al. 1995, Massman et al. 1991). Their work proposed a risk-cost-benefit decision 

model with a goal of maximizing an objective function equal to the benefits of a decision 

alternative minus the associated costs and risk. The benefits and costs are fixed, while the risk of 

failure captures the hydrologic uncertainty. In this model, the mathematical definition of risk is 

identical to that of expected utility, EU. For a given decision alternative, EU is calculated as the 

summation of the probability (hence forth called P and more broadly inclusive of any probability 

of a hydrologic state of nature) of each state of nature occurring multiplied by the utility of the 

state of nature if it occurs. The EU is calculated for each decision alternative and the alternative 
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with the highest expected utility is chosen. The determination of P for each state of nature is 

critical to decision methods based on risk or EU. Within a Bayesian framework, prior 

probabilities are typically developed using Monte-Carlo methods and assume that each model is 

equally likely (Freeze et al. 1991). P can then be updated to estimate the posterior distribution by 

comparing modeled and measured data (Freeze et al. 1991). Other tools for estimating risk—

such as fault tree analysis—have begun to gain traction for hydrologic applications (Bolster et al. 

2009). Probabilistic decision methods are the ideal choice if P has been characterized 

appropriately; however, given the limitations of efficiency criteria, the limited availability of 

data, and the possibility of surprise, this is not always a safe assumption.  

Even if the probability of each model can be estimated, the use of probabilistic decision 

criteria merits other cautions. For a series of decisions made based on EU (such as decisions 

made at multiple times or in multiple locations) the long-run value should approach the expected 

utility (Gaspars-Wieloch 2014). However, in recognizing that each state of nature has some 

probability of being correct, someone who makes only a single maximum EU decision should 

not expect the actual utility of the decision and the calculated EU to be equal (Tryfos 1989). If 

the decision maker cannot afford to overpay, the utility function should be modified to reflect his 

risk aversion. Alternatively, the decision maker may want to consider non-probabilistic criteria 

that can represent his degree of risk aversion. In addition, if model probabilities are not assigned 

appropriately, a decision made based on probabilistic methods may lead to unfavorable 

outcomes.  

An important component in determining the model probabilities is the availability of 

sufficient data. Implicit in defining probabilities (based on the fit between models and data) is the 
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requirement for sufficient data (Voss 2011a). Data collection is frequently the most expensive 

part of hydrologic projects (SRK, 2012). Using models that rely on data to assign probabilities 

typically requires a meaningful commitment of resources—both to gathering data and to 

developing models (Haitjema, 2015). For this and the other reasons described above, non-

probabilistic decision criteria merit consideration. 

Non-probabilistic Methods 

Non-probabilistic decision criteria tend to be relatively simple and only require 

knowledge of the plausible range of model predictions, or states of nature (Hansson 2005). These 

decision criteria have seen widespread use in the fields in which they were developed such as 

economic policy (Levin and Williams 2003), microeconomics (Arrow 1996), macroeconomics 

(Brock and Durlauf 2004),; business (e.g., operations research (Bell 1982), management 

(Engelbrecht-Wiggans 1989), and finance (Fogel and Berry 2006). Many non-probabilistic 

decision criteria exist.  

Each non-probabilistic criterion reflects, among other things, the risk tolerance of the 

decision maker (Gaspars-Wieloch 2014). A decision maker who cannot afford to take on risk 

may find the minimax criterion appealing because it selects the decision with the best-possible 

worst outcome (Wald 1950). On the other hand, a decision maker who is willing to accept 

significant risk to have a chance at a high utility outcome may prefer the minimin criterion, 

which selects the decision with the best-possible best outcome (Wald 1950). Hurwicz’s rule, 

which balances optimism and pessimism according to the decision maker’s stance (Hurwicz 

1951) and minimax regret, which minimizes the maximum-possible regret (Savage 1951), appeal 
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to decision makers who prefer to avoid the extremely optimistic and pessimistic approaches of 

the minimin and maximin criteria (Gaspars-Wieloch 2014).  

Determining the range of plausible states of nature is critical to applying non-

probabilistic decision criteria because decisions are based solely on the limits of the range 

(Hansson 2005). Optimally, decisions would be based on a realistic range of states of nature. 

Unfortunately, developing such a range is a highly subjective process (Beven and Binely 1992). 

The commonly used methods of Monte-Carlo analysis and sensitivity analysis may be adequate 

for generating the range of states of nature for some situations. However, if a decision maker 

plans to use a non-probabilistic criterion, the effort required to populate the probabilities of the 

outcomes could be considered wasted. When using a non-probabilistic decision criterion, all of 

the modeling effort can be focused on developing the likely bounds to future states of nature 

(Hansson 2005). This may be done by developing scenarios that test combinations of conditions 

that are expected to be particularly troublesome or beneficial. The goal of ensemble development 

in support of non-probabilistic decision making becomes identifying plausible models that are as 

different from each other as possible. Without knowledge of probabilities, each state of nature is 

considered equally likely (Hansson 2005). The lack of consideration of model probabilities in 

some ways gives the modeler freedom to explore possibilities, rather than attempting to constrain 

them in the search for models with acceptable probabilities of being true.  

Because non-probabilistic decision-making methods do not entail computing model 

probabilities, they do not require extensive datasets to aid in the determination of probability 

(Hansson 2005). Thus, these methods can potentially require significantly less investment of 

capital for data collection. Non-probabilistic methods may be particularly relevant for those 
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whose decisions have smaller values at risk than the cost of collecting data and developing 

ensembles in support of probabilistic modeling. 

In addition, non-probabilistic efforts can more readily address concerns related to 

surprises that would lead to states of nature outside of the bounds of the model ensemble 

(Shackle 1953). Since probabilities cannot be calculated for unknown unknowns, it is unclear 

how to incorporate surprise into probabilistic methods. However, the potential for surprise can be 

incorporated into non-probabilistic methods by expanding the range of possible states-of-nature 

as deemed appropriate by experts and decision makers (Shackle 1953). By disconnecting states 

of nature from probabilities, surprise can be accommodated. 

Identifying the conditions of imaginable surprise (Schneider 2003) has been described as 

a potential antidote to the threat of surprising global climate changes and may be relevant to the 

process of defining a plausible range of states of nature in hydrology. This approach relies on 

experts to develop a range by imagining surprises that could exist or occur (Schneider 2003). 

After a set of imaginable surprises has been identified, a suite of simple models that represent the 

surprises could be used to determine an appropriate range of states of nature to consider.  

Recognizing that a list of imaginable surprises may be nearly infinite and that calculating 

their probabilities would be intractable, Shackle (1953) proposed the concept of potential 

surprise. Potential surprise is used in economic literature to describe the extent to which one 

expects to be surprised. A problem for which the uncertainty is perfectly characterized would 

have zero potential surprise, while a problem for which the uncertainty is insufficiently 

characterized would have a high potential surprise (Shackle 1953). The assessment of potential 
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surprise is subjective and may be based on the context of the problem, the decision maker’s 

belief in a model-generated probability distribution of the states of nature, and the extent of 

knowledge about the system in consideration (Shackle 1953). In hydrology, known hydrologic 

features such as faults, streams, and anticlines, and processes such as contaminant transport and 

land subsidence, may provide an indication of potential surprise (Bredehoeft, 2005). For 

instance, the impact of a planned block-cave mining operation on a hydrologic system would 

have a higher potential surprise value than a groundwater supply problem in a well characterized 

basin-fill aquifer. Generating a potential surprise function may be a useful step to assist with 

subjectively setting the limits to the range of states of nature. Once a plausible range has been 

determined, an appropriate decision criterion can be selected (Shackle 1953). 

Caution is merited when subjectively determining a range of states of nature.  By 

disregarding model probabilities or expanding the range of states of nature to accommodate the 

potential for surprise, one risks evaluating and planning based on an unrealistically wide range of 

states of nature (Shackle 1953).  Given this concern, modelers and decision makers may want to 

consider applying a threshold of goodness-of-fit to ensure that the range of states of nature is 

rooted in realism. 

Just as many within hydrology have advocated for simpler models that are more honest 

about what we can achieve within the bounds of uncertainty (e.g. Voss 2011a,b, Beven 2006), 

non-probabilistic methods can be seen as a more honest approach to decision making. That is, if 

we cannot agree as a science on an efficiency criterion that acceptably characterizes a model’s 

goodness-of-fit and if we recognize that even the best model-building attempts are plagued by 

uncertain data and unknown unknowns, we cannot always support decisions that rely on 
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estimations of model likelihoods. For the skeptical decision maker who questions our ability to 

sufficiently characterize hydrologic systems, non-probabilistic methods provide a useful 

paradigm within which models can still be used to guide science-based solutions.  

By using only the range of states of nature, non-probabilistic decision methods 

effectively disregard estimated probabilities and the data that was used to estimate them. 

Criticisms that probabilistic methods are unreliable because of our inability to adequately 

characterize model quality can easily be made about non-probabilistic methods, which do not 

even attempt to assess model quality (Hansson 2005). However, by disregarding probability, 

subjective considerations such as surprise can be included in the decision analysis (Shackle 

1953). Furthermore, non-probabilistic criteria can reflect the decision maker’s risk tolerance and 

can be used to reduce or eliminate risk (at a cost) (Gaspars-Wieloch 2014). Non-probabilistic 

methods also reduce modeling and data collection efforts by removing the requirement that 

models be assigned probabilities. If these methods still yield acceptable decisions, they may be a 

valuable alternative to probabilistic decision-making methods. 

METHODS 

A novel example is presented below to illustrate how different classes of methods behave 

when applied to decision making. This example will demonstrate the performance of the 

following modeling methods:   

 Model selection (maximum likelihood, AIC) 

 Model averaging (SAM, Weighted Average Method (WAM)) 

 Probabilistic decision making (EU) 
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 Non-probabilistic decision making (maximin, maximax, minimax regret)  

Model-Selection Methods 

Maximum Likelihood 

In this example, we apply the Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970), E, to 

determine the efficiency of model j: 

 
𝐸𝑗 = 1 −

∑ (𝑂𝑖 − 𝑃𝑖𝑗)
𝑛
𝑖=1

2

∑ (𝑂𝑖 − �̅�)𝑛
𝑖=1

2  
Eq. 1 

where Oi is data observation i, Pij is the predicted data of model j for observation i, and �̅� is the 

mean observed value. Likelihood is then estimated by normalizing the efficiency such that 

∑ 𝐸𝑗 = 1𝑚
𝑗=1  for an ensemble of m models. The maximum likelihood model is the one that has 

the highest likelihood value among those in the ensemble. 

Akaike Information Criterion 

The AIC (Akaike 1974), developed in the field of information theory, was among the first 

model-selection techniques. It aims to balance high likelihood with a low number of parameters.  

 𝐴𝐼𝐶𝑖 = 2𝑘𝑖 − 2 ln(𝐿𝑖) Eq. 2 

where k is the number of parameters used in model i and L is the likelihood of model i. The AIC 

can be calculated with any measure of model likelihood; this example uses Nash-Sutcliffe 

Efficiency as described above. The model with the lowest AIC value is preferred.  
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Model-Averaging Methods 

Simple Average Method 

The most basic model-averaging technique is known as SAM (Shamseldin et al. 1997). 

SAM treats all models as equal and is calculated as the arithmetic mean of each model 

prediction, P, in the ensemble of n model predictions: 

 
𝑆𝐴𝑀 =

1

𝑛
∑𝑃𝑗

𝑛

𝑗=1

 
Eq. 3 

SAM excels for its simplicity and the ease with which it can be explained to consumers of model 

results. While some researchers have found SAM to demonstrate improved predictive power 

over the use of single-model predictions (Makridakis et al. 1982), Shamseldin et al. (1997) found 

that it underperformed even slightly more complicated model-averaging methods. SAM does not 

weight models based on their efficiency; for a fixed ensemble of models, the SAM prediction is 

also fixed regardless of the data. 

Weighted-Average Modeling 

SAM can be improved easily by weighting each model according to its skill in 

reproducing data. This additional step may be especially valuable for ensembles in which the 

skill of individual models varies widely. WAM has been used by Shamseldin et al. (1997) and 

Ajami et al. (2006) and employs a weighting term aj in the process of averaging an ensemble of n 

model predictions, P:  
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𝑊𝐴𝑀 =∑𝑎𝑗𝑃𝑗

𝑛

𝑗=1

 
Eq. 4 

The weighting term should sum to unity. It is estimated by both Ajami (2006) and Shamseldin 

(1997) using a multiple linear-regression technique that is discussed in detail by Shamseldin. 

Any likelihood term can be used as the weighting term for WAM, provided the values used sum 

to unity. This example employs Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency to determine likelihood as described 

above (Nash and Sutcliffe 1970). 

Probabilistic Decision Criteria 

EU is one of the oldest and most widely applied criteria for decision making under 

uncertainty, originally stemming from the work of Blaise Pascal in 1654. Formally, the expected 

utility, E, of a decision, j, for state of nature, i, is the sum of the probability of each state of 

nature (P) multiplied by the cost (c) of the state of nature if it occurred.  

 
𝐸𝑗 =∑𝑐𝑖𝑃𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 
Eq.5 

When multiple decision alternatives exist, the optimal decision, 𝐸𝑗
∗, is considered to be the 

decision, j, that has the lowest EU among the entire set of decision alternatives: 

 
𝐸𝑗
∗ = min

𝑗
∑𝑐𝑖𝑃𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 
Eq.6 
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Non-probabilistic Decision Methods 

Minimax 

The minimax (or maximin for benefit problems) criterion is a well-known decision-

making criterion originally developed by Wald (1950). It is considered a pessimistic criterion 

because it plans for the worst plausible case, evaluating each decision alternative based on the 

possible range of outcomes (usually costs or utilities). The optimal decision using Wald’s 

minimax criterion, 𝑤𝑗
∗, is identified from a set of j decision alternatives given i possible states of 

nature and is the decision that has the best worst-case outcome, o:   

𝑤𝑗
∗ = min

j
{𝑤𝑗} = min

j
max
i
{𝑜𝑖𝑗}  Eq.7 

Minimin 

The minimin (or maximax for benefit problems) criterion is also a well-known decision 

making criterion developed by Wald (1950). It is considered an optimistic criterion because it 

plans for the best case. The minimin criterion seeks to identify the decision that has the best best-

case outcome. The optimal decision using Wald’s minimax criterion, 𝑚𝑗
∗, is identified from a set 

of decision alternatives, j, and a given state of nature i. It is the decision that has the best worst-

case outcome, o:   

 𝑚𝑗
∗ = min

j
{𝑤𝑗} = min

j
min
i
{𝑜𝑖𝑗}  Eq.8 
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Regret 

The minimax regret criterion (Savage 1951) has many similarities to minimax with one 

key difference: utility is reframed in terms of regret. Regret, r, over outcome, o, where the 

subscripts are identical to those in Eq. 5 can be calculated as: 

 𝑟𝑖𝑗 = 𝑜𝑖𝑗 −min
𝑗
{𝑜𝑖𝑗} Eq.6 

Thus, a large amount of regret is represented by a positive value. Here we employ minimax to 

the calculated regret, although other decision criteria could be used: 

 sj
∗ = min

j
max
i
{𝑟𝑖𝑗}  Eq.9 

The term Sj represents the decision alternative j that has the lowest possible regret from among 

the set of decision alternatives.  

CASE STUDY 

In this section, a synthetic problem is presented to compare the behavior of model 

selection, model averaging, and decision methods when used for decision making. For this 

example, an ensemble of models is used to estimate the infiltration rate of a planned managed 

aquifer recharge basin. The size of the basin is 170 acres, and the project managers must 

determine how much water to lease for a 20-year contract period. The water provider can only 

accept the volume that can be infiltrated, and the cost of unused water is irrecoverable. Thus, the 
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manager must attempt to purchase the optimal amount of water to maximize the overall value of 

the project.  

The overall value of the project is determined using the following function: 

 𝑉𝑡 = 𝑈𝑤 − 𝐶𝑓 Eq.10 

where Vt is the total value of the project, Uw is the utility of the water and Cf is the fixed costs 

required to build the plant. The fixed building cost is $40,000 per acre, or $6,800,000 for the 

entire 170-acre facility, which is roughly in line with the per-acre construction cost of recharge 

basins in Arizona. The facility is assumed to be infiltrating water 75% of the time and closed for 

cleaning and maintenance 25% of the time. 

The utility of the water, Uw, is calculated as the value of the water, Vw, minus the cost of 

the water, Cw. The water has a maximum value of $2,000 per acre-foot/year (AF/yr), based on 

the upper end of recent water costs in southern California
2
. The marginal value of the water 

decreases as additional water is stored. A linear function is used to decrease the value of 

additional water by $0.0225 per AF/yr after the first acre-foot is stored (Eq. 11).  

 
𝑉𝑤 =∑

$2000

𝑎𝑐 − 𝑓𝑡/𝑦𝑟
− (𝑣𝑖 − 1) ∗ $0.0225/𝑎𝑐 − 𝑓𝑡/𝑦𝑟

𝑛

𝑖=1

 
Eq.11 

                                                 
2
 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-07-24/california-water-prices-soar-for-farmers-as-drought-grows 
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where v is the volume of water stored, in acre-feet, and i is a counter for each of the n AF/yr of 

water stored.  

The cost of water, Cw, is determined using a step function. Up to 40,000 AF/yr can be 

purchased at a cost of $500 per acre-foot; additional water can be purchased at a cost of $1,000 

per acre-foot (Eq. 12).  

𝐶𝑤 = ∑𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑆. 𝑇.𝑐𝑖 = {
$500; 𝑣𝑖 ≤ 40,000𝑎𝑐 − 𝑓𝑡/𝑦𝑟

$1000;𝑣𝑖 > 40,000𝑎𝑐 − 𝑓𝑡/𝑦𝑟
 

Eq.12 

 

where v is the volume of water stored, in acre-feet, i is a counter for each of the n AF/yr of water 

stored, and c is the unit cost of water ($/AF/yr). The value of water minus its cost describes the 

utility of the water to the provider, as shown below in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1 Decreasing marginal value of water with additional water purchased; the marginal utility of the water is equal to its 
marginal value minus its marginal cost   

An infiltration test was conducted to determine the expected saturated infiltration rate of 

the constructed basin. The use of a physically realistic infiltration model is not critical to this 

example, which focuses on how model ensembles drive decision making, not on how they are 

generated. The ensemble presented in the example was generated using second- through sixth-

order polynomials. However, we present a comparison to the Kostiakov infiltration model 

(Kostiakov 1932) to demonstrate that the polynomial model predictions are reasonable. The 

order of the polynomials can be considered equivalent to the number of parameters in a 

hydrologic modeling context. The parameters of the polynomials, drawn randomly from a 

uniform probability distribution (RAND, Matlab 2012a), range from 0 to 1. In total, 500 

realizations were generated to form the model ensemble. One realization was chosen to represent 
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the “true” system to allow for evaluation of the methods. The remaining 499 models constitute 

the model ensemble. Normally distributed, randomly skewed, homoscedastic noise with a 

magnitude of up to 0.7 feet/day was added to the truth model to represent measurement error. 

This was repeated 500 times, producing 500 unique ensembles. Each ensemble had its own 

randomly selected unique truth model and measurement error.  

Results  

An infiltration curve generated using the Kostiakov model (yellow line) has similar shape 

to the polynomial expressions used as our simple model (Figure 2). The “true model” was 

selected from the ensemble and noise was added (filled blue circles). The likelihood and AIC 

were calculated for each realization using Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, respectively. The maximum 

likelihood model (green line) shows good agreement with the synthetic data but has four 

parameters, while the minimum AIC model has a somewhat worse fit to the data but only two 

parameters (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2 Measured and modeled infiltration; Kostiakov infiltration model shows the physical plausibility of the polynomial 
models  

Model average predictions were generated using both the SAM and WAM averaging 

methods (Eq. 3 and Eq. 4). Both methods show a strong central tendency (Figure 2). Because 

SAM is not weighted by the model likelihoods, the SAM prediction remains constant regardless 

of the data. The WAM prediction not only changes based on the data but it is also closer to the 

observed data than the SAM prediction because it is weighted based on each model’s likelihood. 

However, for this example, WAM does not differ dramatically from SAM in most cases because 

model likelihoods are fairly evenly distributed and because the ensemble is well centered on the 

data, as shown on Figure 3. Relatively few models in the ensemble have very low likelihoods, 

and most have a likelihood greater than 2x10
-3

. If a smaller subset of models contained the 

majority of the likelihood, the SAM and WAM predictions would differ more. The distribution 
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of model likelihoods is a function of the choice of model efficiency criteria and the distribution 

of models relative to the data.  

 

Figure 3 Distribution of model likelihoods showing few models with near-zero likelihood and many models with a relatively 
high likelihood 

Without any knowledge of the model likelihoods or the true condition, the utility function 

can be used to generate a decision matrix, which shows the utility of each state of nature, or 

infiltration rate, and each decision alternative, or amount of water purchased (presented visually 

in Figure 4). The minimum of the x-axis on this plot represents purchasing 5,390 AF/yr—the 

minimum infiltration rate predicted by any of the models in the ensemble. This is also enough 

water to cover the capital cost of building the facility over the 20-year planning period and leave 

a small profit. If a decision maker purchases this minimal amount of water, the total value of the 
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decision is known because all of the purchased water will be recharged (assuming the range of 

infiltration rates predicted by the model ensemble encapsulates the actual infiltration rate). If the 

decision maker purchases a larger amount of water, he faces uncertainty about what the total 

value of his decision will be. If the infiltration rate is higher than the amount of water purchased, 

there is no impact on the utility because all of the water purchased can be recharged, as reflected 

by the vertical bands in the plot. But, if the infiltration rate is lower, then some water will not be 

recharged. Since the cost of the purchased water is irrecoverable, the total value of the project 

decreases linearly with the reduction in the actual infiltration rate. If the manager over-purchases 

water, the total value of the decision is less than if he had originally purchased a smaller amount 

corresponding to the actual infiltration rate. The break in slope at the 40,000 AF/yr tick mark on 

the x axis reflects the increased cost of water purchases over this threshold. The maximum 

possible total value of the project occurs when 44,000 AF/yr are purchased and the recharge rate 

is 44,000 AF/yr or higher. However, if the actual recharge rate is less, the total value of the 

project could be negative. Decisions to purchase larger amounts of water result in less total value 

because the utility of water purchases above 44,000 AF/yr is negative. 
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Figure 4 The decisions (ML, AIC, SAM, and WAM) selected by single predictions for the example shown in Figure 2, with total 
value (in dollars, $) associated with each amount of water purchased for each predicted infiltration rate 

Figure 4 shows the optimal decision and true recharge rate with a solid blue marker. For 

this truth condition, the optimal decision is to purchase 44,000 AF/yr, which is slightly less water 

than can actually be recharged because the utility of water is negative above 44,000 AF/yr. 

Purchasing less water is of lower utility, and produces regret, because less water is stored than 

could have been. Purchasing additional water also results in lower utility, and produces regret, 

because some of the purchased water cannot be recharged.  

Figure 4 also shows the decisions selected by each method and the corresponding total 

values for the example plotted in Figure 2. These decisions, except the one generated using 

SAM, differ based on the true condition. The ML model predicts that approximately 44,000 
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AF/yr can be recharged; it is heavily swayed by its fit to data and can vary meaningfully 

depending on the data that is being compared to a given ensemble. The AIC model, which is also 

heavily influenced by its fit to data, would predict that approximately 44,200 AF/yr can be 

recharged. The SAM and WAM predictions would recommend purchasing slightly smaller 

amounts of water that also have smaller possible net losses. The EU is illustrated with a line, 

rather than a point, because it selects a decision, rather than making a prediction about the 

recharge rate. The EU decision would recommend purchasing slightly less water than the ML 

method in this example, although there is no reason to think this would be the case for other truth 

models. 

Figure 5 shows the recommended amounts of water to purchase based on non-

probabilistic decision criteria that rely on only the cost function and range of predictions. The 

maximin criteria recommends purchasing as little water as possible because it has the highest 

minimum possible value; however, this decision also offers the lowest maximum possible return 

(Figure 5a). Although it is guaranteed to produce a positive total value, it requires forfeiting the 

possibility of a higher total value. The maximax decision would lead to purchasing 

approximately 45,000 AF/yr—the highest possible total value (Figure 5a)—but it may also lead 

to a large negative total value.   
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Figure 5 Amount of water purchased for the example shown in Figure 2 using a maximin, maximax, and a minimax regret 
decision criterion on a value surface (5a) and a regret surface (5b) 

The cost function looks different when viewed through the lens of regret (Figure 5b). The 

minimum possible regret, always zero, is achieved when the amount of water purchased equals 

the amount that can be recharged for most actual recharge rates. At a predicted recharge rate of 

44,000 AF/yr, the zero-regret line becomes vertical because of the negative utility of additional 

water. Decisions to purchase a large amount of water when the actual infiltration is low, or vice-

versa, result in a large amount of regret. The minimax regret criteria would lead a decision maker 

to purchase approximately 32,000 AF/yr to best protect against the feeling of regret (Figure 5b).  
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Each of the decisions identified using the non-probabilistic decision criteria could result 

in a range of total values (Table 1).  The table shows that the maximax criterion has a high 

maximum total value, but also a very negative minimum value, resulting in the potential for a lot 

of regret.  The maximin criterion, on the other hand, has low potential maximum and minimum 

total values, but could also have a lot of regret.  The minimax regret criteria has modest 

minimum and maximum possible values, and has a much lower maximum possible regret than 

any of the other methods.  The minimum possible regret is 0 for all three methods and occurs if 

the state of nature matches up with the decision made.  

Table 1 Range of values for each decision making criterion, in dollars   

  Min Value 
Max 
Value 

Min 
Regret 

Max 
Regret 

Maximax -4.99E+09 5.11E+09 0 4.99E+09 

Maximin 0 0 0 5.11E+09 

Minimax Regret -1.77E+09 3.34E+09 0 1.77E+09 
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Figure 6 Decisions selected for the example presented in Figure 2 using two model-selection techniques (ML and AIC), two 
model-averaging techniques (SAM and WAM), one probabilistic decision rule (EC), and three non-probabilistic decision rules 
(maximin, maximax, and minimax regret) 

Figure 6 shows that, ultimately, if used for decision making, each ensemble method 

results in purchasing a different amount of water. The decisions chosen by the ML, AIC, WAM, 

and EU methods all vary depending on the calculated model likelihoods, which are based on the 

match between models and data. The decision chosen by SAM is a function of the distribution of 

ensemble members but does not consider the associated model likelihoods. The maximax, 

maximin, and maximin regret methods determine their decisions based on only the range of 

outcomes and do not consider the distribution or likelihood of ensemble members. Because a 

wide range of decisions may be defensible for the same model ensemble, it is valuable to 

understand the characteristics of the methods over a large number of decision trials to help with 

selecting a method. 
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Figure 7 shows the ratio of the actual value of the selected decision to the optimal value 

for the true condition. A value of 1 indicates an optimal decision, a value of zero indicates no 

profit, and negative values indicate that money was lost. The box and whisker plots present the 

probability distribution of results across the 500 unique realizations. The median value is shown 

with a red line and the edges of the box represent the 25
th

 and 75
th

 percentiles. The lines 

extending from the boxes reached to 1.5 times the interquartile range of the data. Outliers are 

shown with crosses.  

 

Figure 7 Ratio of actual value to optimal value for decision chosen based on ML, AIC, SAM, WAM, EU, maximin, maximax, 
and regret methods 

For the example presented in this paper, the ML- and AIC-selected decisions both 

performed well because the problem is simple, one-dimensional, involves only a single process, 
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and has no surprises. The decisions selected by the ML method performed particularly well, with 

only ten realizations resulting in a net loss and 75% of realizations returning at least 70% of the 

optimal value. As with this example, single-model methods may be acceptable for some very 

simple problems encountered in the real world (Fogg 2016). However, more often than not, the 

settings encountered in the real world are too complex to reliably use single-model methods, as is 

widely documented in hydrologic literature (e.g. Beven 1992, Voss 2011b).  

Because they rely on multiple predictions, the decisions selected by SAM and WAM 

have more centrist tendencies (Figure 7). By weighting models according to how well they fit the 

data, WAM outperforms SAM at all percentiles shown. Decisions based on WAM and SAM 

both return 80% of the value of the optimal decision at the 25
th

 percentile and median in this 

example. However, both methods return negative value at the 75
th

 percentile, with SAM 

performing particularly poorly. The strength of SAM is that it does not require defining the 

probabilities of the models. For a situation in which probabilities cannot be determined, SAM 

may be a good model-averaging method and may perform acceptably when used for decision 

making. Assuming the model probabilities can be adequately characterized, WAM has better 

predictive power and is a better choice for decision making than SAM. However, if model 

probabilities are well characterized, EU provides additional advantages for decision making. 

By incorporating cost in the averaging process, the EU criterion is able to achieve the 

highest median value relative to optimal of any of the methods presented (Figure 7). However, 

the improvement is offset by a large skew toward the negative that is only slightly better than 

that seen in the decisions made by SAM and WAM. In this example, the total value of a decision 

drops quickly if water is over purchased. The large negative skew in the performance of 
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decisions selected by SAM, WAM, and EU are the result of the sharp interface seen in the cost 

function associated with over-purchasing water. EU does better than WAM and SAM because it 

considers the cost associated with every state of nature when determining the optimal decision. 

However, it too is subject to the risk of over-purchasing water and reducing the overall project 

value. Modifying the utility function to be more risk averse would help EU generate fewer 

decisions that result in large over-purchases of water. Because WAM and SAM cannot account 

for risk aversion in their averaging process, they are unable to reduce the chance of incurring 

large penalties for over-purchasing water.  

The maximin criterion always purchases the smallest amount of water possible to avoid 

the risk associated with larger purchases. It excels at providing predictability and may look ideal 

to a planner who needs to know how to plan for the future or to a decision maker who cannot 

afford to lose money on the project. However, this conservative approach comes at the expense 

of the possibility of adding value (Figure 7). A decision maker who favors certainty, or who 

cannot afford to risk losing money, may find a maximin criterion appealing. In contrast, by 

taking a strongly optimistic stance, the maximax criterion performs poorly in this example. The 

maximax criterion may hold appeal for decision makers who are in an “all or nothing” situation 

where they cannot afford anything but the best possible outcome. 

The performance of the minimax regret criterion differs distinctly from the other methods 

because it selects relatively few decisions that perform like the optimal decision and relatively 

few that perform extremely poorly. The median decision chosen by the minimax regret criterion 

returns about 70% of the value of the optimal decision. The regret criterion performs far worse 

only when the truth condition is an extremely low infiltration rate. Despite its lack of reliance on 
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an assessment of probability, it is able to select decisions that provide acceptable value with 

relatively little risk of incurring a large cost. For situations in which the range of predicted states 

of nature is well understood but model probabilities cannot be trusted, the minimax regret criteria 

provides a good alternative. 

 

Figure 8 Regret incurred by making decisions using the ML, AIC, SAM, WAM, EU, maximin, maximax, and regret criteria over 
500 unique model ensembles 

As Figure 8 shows, viewing the performance of each approach through the perspective of 

regret provides some additional insights. The maximin criterion results in the highest levels of 

regret at all percentiles shown. This is the price of the certainty achieved by the maximin criteria 

(Figure 7). However, for some decision makers, this certainty is worth paying for, particularly if 

they are only making the decision once and cannot afford a negative value outcome.  
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In this example, the minimax regret criterion can ensure the lowest level of regret of any 

of the methods. It is noteworthy that, although designed to minimize regret, it performs very well 

without requiring any assessment of probabilities. Because there is no need to quantify 

probabilities for this method, it may reduce the amount of time and money required to develop 

an ensemble of acceptable models. Furthermore, the range used by non-probabilistic decision 

methods can easily be adapted to account for potential surprise. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Model selection, model averaging, and decision methods are all frequently used to guide 

decision making. This paper reviews these classes of methods and describes their limitations and 

advantages, emphasizing the differences between probabilistic and non-probabilistic methods, 

along with their pros and cons. Because each method selects a different decision, they should be 

used with an understanding of their behavior and chosen because they represent the decision 

maker’s values. The behavior of these methods may differ depending on the distribution of the 

model ensemble and the nature of the utility function. Before selecting a single method to apply 

toward decision making, multiple methods should be used and the decision selections should be 

compared side by side to evaluate the pros and cons of each. 

It is difficult, if not impossible, to know that model likelihoods have been sufficiently 

characterized in a hydrologic context. Many factors conspire to erode confidence in efficiency 

criteria: the subjectivity of model efficiency metrics, sophisticated computer techniques that 

enable easy calibration, uncertain data, and the relatively high chance of surprise. If probabilities 

are characterized correctly and risk aversion is appropriately represented in the utility function, 

the EU decision should perform best more often than any of the other methods. However, if 
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probabilities are incorrect or the utility function has not accounted for risk aversion 

appropriately, the EU criterion may lead to unfavorable outcomes. Thus, if a decision maker 

cannot afford a high cost for a decision and/or if probabilities are not appropriately characterized, 

he may want to consider another criterion such as maximin or minimax regret. 

This paper suggests that non-probabilistic criteria are valuable for decision making when 

probabilities are incomputable, when surprise is likely, or when expressing risk aversion; they 

are also valuable as a structured tool for problems that have lower values at risk than would be 

required to develop the datasets and models required in probabilistic modeling. Non-probabilistic 

criteria offer several benefits: they provide additional control over the outcome of the decision, 

avoid the problem of improperly assigned probabilities, enable decision makers to consider 

surprise, and may be able to meet decision-making needs with lower up-front costs for data 

collection and probabilistic model construction. They provide simple sets of rules for decision 

making that only require knowledge of the range of possible states of nature rather than the 

distribution and associated efficiencies of each state of nature. In the example presented above, 

the non-probabilistic criteria performed well in their own regard: as suggested in decision 

literature (Hansson 2005) maximin provided superior reliability with over 99% of models 

resulting in a net value of $0. For decisions made using the minimax regret criterion, 

approximately 90% of models returned more than 50% of the value of the optimal decision and 

less than 6%  of decisions returned a negative value. The value of decisions selected by the 

maximax criteria were less predictable than any other method; maximax is typically only 

appropriate for situations with no other options (Gaspars-Wieloch 2014).  Selection of a decision 

criteria, whether probabilistic or not, should be based on the decision maker’s level of risk 

aversion and a recognition of how each decision criteria behaves (Hansson, 2005). 
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A critical question for applying non-probabilistic methods to hydrology is how to best 

determine the range of possible states of nature. A preliminary recommendation is to test 

scenarios that are likely to result in highly favorable or unfavorable states of nature, a technique 

that may actually work well with the concept of imaginable surprise. While surprise has been 

recognized as a meaningful problem in hydrologic modeling studies (Bredehoeft 2005), 

relatively little work has been done to suggest how to best confront it in decision making for 

hydrologic problems. While nothing will ever fully eliminate the possibility of surprise, the 

concepts of imaginable and potential surprise have both been suggested in non-hydrologic 

literature; both areas present opportunities for additional research. A first step in avoiding post-

decision surprise may be conducting an exhaustive Monte-Carlo analysis in which expert opinion 

is used to identify imaginable surprises. In this approach, all components of a model should be 

considered unknown, and a suite of relatively simple, roughly calibrated models should be 

generated to represent the full range of imaginable surprises, similar to the approach described 

by Voss (2011a,b). Alternatively, we suggest that it may be possible to describe a semi-

quantitative function to estimate potential surprise. In this framework, the function would 

evaluate the potential for surprise based on the complexity of site characteristics. Sites with 

multiple processes, large scales, and complex hydrogeologic conditions would be more prone to 

surprise than single process, small-scale projects with simple hydrogeology. Probabilistic 

distributed numerical models that attempt to determine the probability of states of nature may be 

less valuable for sites that have higher potential surprise. In these situations, non-probabilistic 

methods applied to an expert-opinion-based range of states of nature may be a good alternative. 

If surprise is prevalent in 19–28% of all hydrologic modeling studies as described by Bredehoeft 

(2005), additional work is needed to determine how to best handle this reality. 
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Finally, the impact of utility functions on the behavior of decision-making methods is not 

discussed in this paper. Since utility functions are highly problem specific and there are an 

infinite number of potential utility functions, this paper does not examine more than the one 

specific function described in the example. However, it is worth noting that the shape of the 

utility function is likely to impact the relative performance of the methods. Ultimately, 

conducting the type of analysis presented in this paper is the only way to determine the 

advantages of each decision method for specific applications. 
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APPENDIX D 

DIRECT: A Modular Code to Support Design and Decision Making Under Uncertainty  

Timothy W. Bayley and Ty P.A. Ferré 

ABSTRACT 

 A primary application of hydrologic models is to support decision making.  The recent 

trend towards recognition of the uncertainty inherent in hydrologic systems through ensemble 

modeling provides both opportunity and complexity for decision makers planning to use 

ensemble results.  This paper provides a modular MATLAB code that can be used to support 

decision making under uncertainty using maximum likelihood model selection, model averaging, 

and expected cost based decision optimization.  The paper presents two example applications 

using the code.  The first application is for optimization of the design of a groundwater treatment 

system.  The second application is for optimization of groundwater supply in a multi-well system 

and considers pumping impacts to a stream.  Both examples demonstrate that expected cost 

based decision making, in which model realizations are weighted by their likelihood and the cost 

associated with their predictions, improves decision making over maximum likelihood and 

model averaging based methods.  Appendices accompanying the paper provide and document 

the Matlab code.  

INTRODUCTION 

Hydrologic modeling is often used to make predictions about the future state of a system 

in support of hydrologic decisions (Doherty and Simmons 2013).  That is, water resource 
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decisions are often, at least in part, based on hydrologic predictions (Doherty and Simmons 

2013).  This is a reflection of the fact that there are both costs and benefits associated with the 

response of hydrologic systems to human actions (e.g. EPA 2001 ).  Costs can be for materials 

such as wells and pipelines (Fort et al. 2012), environmental degradation (Kaufman et al. 2005), 

and risks to built structures or human health (Kaufman et al. 2005).  Benefits related to 

hydrologic systems include water for municipal, agricultural, and industrial purposes (Young and 

Loomis 2014), resource extraction (Young and Loomis 2014), and environmental preservation 

(Young and Loomis 2014).  Hydrologic decisions are, or at least ought to be, made by attempting 

to balance these costs and benefits so that the net benefit of the system is maximized.  Good 

hydrologic models and good understanding of the costs and benefits associated with system 

responses are critical to robust hydrologic decision making.   

The perceived value of a model is often tied to the ability of the model to reproduce 

historic data for the system of interest (Krause 2005).  However, many have noted that it is 

possible to develop many hydrologic models that match available data acceptably (Bevin 1993).  

This concept, known as equifinality, is described in relation to hydrological modeling by Bevin 

(1993).  Increasingly, multimodel methods are used to develop more robust predictions of future 

system states and often include measures of model associated prediction uncertainties (e.g., 

Tonkin and Doherty, 2009).  The movement towards multimodel methods has introduced an 

important question: faced with so many valid models, how can we make an optimal decision? 

Many methods have been proposed in response to this question and each approach brings 

with it various strengths and weaknesses.  Model selection (e.g., maximum likelihood, worst 

case, Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1974), Kashyap Information Criterion (KIC) 

(Cavanaugh, 1999)) and model averaging (e.g., Bayesian model averaging (Hoeting et al., 1999), 
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likelihood weighting (Roberts, 1965)) reduce the model ensemble into a single prediction that is 

easier to use in a decision making context.  All of these approaches consider a range of model 

predictions but, with the exception of the worst case method, they do not consider the 

implications of different predictions for decision making.  However, a worst case approach 

considers only the implication of the prediction, but may not be rooted in reality.  

Decision making methods are distinct from the majority of the methods described above 

because they use a cost or utility function to evaluate the implications of the models to determine 

the optimal decision (Hannsson, 1994).  Decision making methods are either probabilistic and 

require each model to be assigned a probability (Hannsson, 1994), or are non-probabilistic and 

only consider the range of model predictions (Hannsson, 1994).  Non-probabilistic methods have 

been widely used in the economic and business communities (e.g. Arrow, 1996; Levin and 

Williams, 2003; Brock and Durlauf, 2004), but have received only minimal exposure in 

hydrologic and water resources literature (Duckstein et al., 1975; Freeze, 1991).  These 

approaches, which provide simple means of evaluating between decision alternatives, are not 

specifically addressed in this paper, but are important enough in decision making literature that 

they merit at least a mention in any discussion of decision making.   

Probabilistic decision making methods are more commonly applied in water resources 

literature.  The contributions of Al Freeze (e.g. Freeze et al.,1991) have been foundational to 

application of these methods in water resources and have led directly to the work presented in 

this paper.  Probabilistic decision making methods, require each model to be assigned both a 

probability and a cost or utility for each decision alternative in consideration.  As is done by 

Freeze (1991) the expected utility of each decision is calculated by multiplying each models 

prediction by its likelihood and utility before summation across the ensemble.  This expected 
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cost (or utility) based approach is used in this paper and has been widely applied to both decision 

making (Freeze et al., 1991; Massman et al., 1991; James et al., 1995) and risk analysis (Gangis 

and Smith, 2008; Bolster et al. 2009; Fernandez-Garcia et al., 2012),  problems in water 

resources.  A similar approach to this was used by Gorelick (1987) who binned models based on 

their hydraulic parameters and then optimized the binned models.  The bins, which were 

considered equally likely because they had an equal number of models in them, were then 

summed to identify an optimal pumping regime to contain a plume.  A similar approach of 

stacking models to find an optimal decision is used in this paper; however, model weights are not 

assigned evenly and are instead based on model-data fit. 

This paper introduces and documents a set of algorithms, written in MATLAB®, that are 

part of a new tool called the Discrimination-Inference to Reduce Expected Cost Technique 

(DIRECT).  DIRECT is a multi-model method that: a.) requires an ensemble of model 

predictions, a dataset for model evaluation, and a cost function; b.) allows for decision making in 

terms of consequences of outcomes using multiple models under uncertainty; and c.) identifies 

additional data that has the greatest likelihood to affect decision making.  The predictions (part a) 

have two components that represent the past and the future.  Predictions of the past are referred 

to as predictions for data and will be compared to data to assess the quality of a model. 

Predictions of the future are used to evaluate the cost function and are referred to in this paper as 

predictions of interest.  Part c is discussed in detail in Kikuchi et al. (2015); we show how their 

concepts can be integrated with a cost-based decision making approach.  Two example 

applications are presented in the paper: a contaminant transport problem aimed at treatment 

design; and a water supply optimization problem. 
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The code presented in this paper optimizes decisions using three different multi-model 

approaches: maximum likelihood, likelihood weighted, and likelihood-cost weighted.  The 

simplest, and perhaps the most frequently used in practice, is the maximum likelihood approach.  

In this approach, costs are estimated for the single model that is judged to be most likely to be 

correct based on all available data.  Many approaches to likelihood estimation have been 

suggested (e.g., Schoups and Vrugt, 2010; Smith et al., 2008); the modular nature of the code 

allows a user to implement any approach as part of DIRECT.  

THEORY 

Maximum likelihood (ML) estimation represents the standard approach to using 

hydrologic models for decision support, usually employing minimization of an objective function 

that describes the fit of the model to observed data (Doherty, 2003).  The ML approach has 

appeal in practice because hydrologists can present a single prediction without a requirement to 

quantify uncertainty of the prediction (Beven and Binley, 1992).  In addition, because a single 

model is used for decision support, all decisions can be deterministic in terms of hydrologic 

outcome.  However, by using only a single model, the ML approach implicitly overstates the 

confidence in the hydrologic predictions (Beven and Binley, 1992).  Ultimately, this leads to less 

robust decisions and reduces the impact that hydrologic data and analyses could have on water-

related decision making.   

The worst case (WC) approach also relies on a single-model.  For worst case approaches, 

the cost associated with each proposed model is calculated through a cost function (often 

informally).  These functions, which relate a hydrologic outcome to a cost or net benefit, can 

vary greatly in their complexity.  Entire fields of study are devoted to defining outcomes based 
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on economic and environmental consequences of water-related decisions.  In this paper, we only 

present simple cost functions to demonstrate their use.  But, the modularity of DIRECT would 

allow for inclusion of far more sophisticated economic analyses.  Unlike ML approaches, which 

select a hydrologic model based solely on fit to existing data (Doherty, 2003), the WC approach 

also considers the balance of cost and benefit of each proposed model.  The model with the 

highest cost or lowest net benefit among models that show an acceptably good fit to the data is 

selected for decision making.  The underlying concept is related to a factor of safety approach 

(e.g. Lu et al, 2012) – design is conducted for a worst-case model with the intention of producing 

more robust decisions under uncertainty.  However, this approach generally leads to highly 

inefficient decisions that do not take into consideration the full range of model predictions 

(Freeze et al., 1991).  Furthermore, the definition of worst case may differ among stakeholders 

Hansson, 1994).  Finally, it is not guaranteed that the model that leads to the worst possible 

outcome will describe the most efficient design under the full range of uncertainty (Freeze et al., 

1991).   

A third approach attempts to find the optimal model by balancing the need to reduce 

model bias with the desire to have as simple a model as possible.  AIC (Akaike, 1973) and KIC 

(Cavanaugh, 1999) are methods that follow in this vein.  In these methods each candidate model 

is assigned a score which increases with increasing model complexity and poorer fit to data.  The 

model with the lowest score is selected for decision making because it balances the ability to 

accurately reproduce data with minimal parameterization.  However, these methods do not 

consider the implications of model predictions and ultimately reduce the model ensemble to 

single model, losing the potentially valuable information contained in the other model 

predictions (Singh et al., 2010).  In our examples, we only compare models of equal complexity, 
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and therefore have not considered these metrics, although they could be added as additional 

modules. 

A fourth approach considers all of the models in an ensemble, but it does so by averaging 

their output to produce a single prediction.  There are many approaches to model averaging 

(MA) (e.g. Hoeting et al. 1999; Shamseldin et al., 1997; Ajami et al., 2006).  Most MA 

approaches assign a weight to each model in the averaging process (Singh et al, 2010).  

Typically, the models are assigned a weight, or likelihood, that is based on their ability to 

reproduce existing data (Singh et al, 2010).  Some other methods, such as Maximum Likelihood 

Bayesian Model Averaging also weight models based on their complexity (Neuman, 2003).  For 

all of these approaches, each model is treated as equally important; that is, models are not 

weighted based on cost associated with predicted outcome (Singh et al, 2010).  Then, the 

predictions of interest are calculated, weighted based on their likelihood, and finally summed.  

This returns a likelihood weighted prediction, which can be used to calculate a cost and be used 

for decision making.  This approach still has the practical advantage of separating the hydrologic 

and economic analyses.  However, as we will show, while MA approaches may capture the 

likely hydrologic responses of a system more effectively than ML or WC approaches (Hoeting et 

al., 1999), they do not consider the implications of competing actions on the hydrologic system 

under uncertainty.  As a result, they are not the most effective for making decisions under 

uncertainty. 

A fifth approach is based on the concept of expected cost and is closely related to the 

notion of quantitative risk analysis (Vose, 2008).  Under this framework, risk is equal to the 

likelihood of an event occurring times the cost associated with the event if it were to occur.  

Events that are likely to occur and have large costs associated with them represent large risks 
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(Vose, 2008).  Conversely, events that are unlikely to occur and have low costs represent small 

risks; they probably won’t occur and it wouldn’t be that problematic if they did.  This paper 

proposes that hydrologic decision making can be improved by combining the insights of MA 

with those of quantitative risk analysis. 

TECHNIQUE OVERVIEW 

We propose an approach that explicitly addresses the limitations of ML, WC, KIC, and 

MA for hydrologic decision making under uncertainty.  The DIRECT approach is based on the 

concept of quantitative risk and uses a likelihood-cost weighting to calculate the expected cost of 

a decision.  The expected cost of several alternative decisions can then be used to identify the 

optimal decision.  In quantitative terms, the expected cost associated with action j, ECDIRECTj, is 

defined as  

 

𝐸𝐶𝐷𝐼𝑅𝐸𝐶𝑇𝑗 = ∑ 𝑐(𝑝𝑖)𝐿𝑖

𝑛_𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑠

𝑖=1

 

Eq. 1 

 

where c is the cost associated with the prediction, pi, of the ith model and Li is the likelihood of 

the ith model.  That is, the likelihood-weighted average cost is determined over the model 

ensemble.  In contrast, the expected cost of an MA prediction, ECMAj, is defined as: 

 

𝐸𝐶𝑀𝐴𝑗 = 𝑐( ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝐿𝑖

𝑛_𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑠

𝑖=1

) 

Eq. 2 

Unlike DIRECT, MA approaches calculate the cost associated with a single likelihood-weighted 

prediction.  Because of this seemingly small change in approach, DIRECT allows for more 

accurate identification of the lowest expected cost over a range of proposed actions.  In the 
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DIRECT framework, a model with relatively low likelihood, but high cost, can have a 

meaningful impact on the design process.  Using MA approaches, the fact that the low likelihood 

model has a high cost associated with it is ignored, and the model does not meaningfully impact 

the decision.  

The following example is presented to help illustrate the difference between how 

expected cost would be calculated by the DIRECT, MA, and ML approaches.  In this example, a 

water utility has 130,000 acre feet (ac-ft) of water that they can potentially recharge.  They have 

decided to build a 300 acre (ac) recharge basin.  The cost to develop the facility is fixed at 70 

million dollars.  The water has a fixed value to the utility of 1500 $/ac-ft for the foreseeable 

future.   The utility has uncertainty about the saturated infiltration rate that they can expect in the 

developed facility.  The utility would like to know what the expected value of the recharge 

facility is over a 20 year planning period.  A probabilistic modeling exercise generated an 

ensemble of predicted infiltration rates (Figure 1a).  Since this is a synthetic example, the true 
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infiltration rate has been set to 1 foot per day, as shown with a magenta line.   

 

Figure 9. Comparison of Maximum Likelihood, Model Average, and Expected Cost for Infiltration Example 

   

Models were assigned a likelihood based on their fit to “measured” infiltration data 

(modeled infiltration rate that has had synthetically generated noise added to it) using a 

normalized root mean squared difference (Figure 1b).  As is the case in real world scenarios 

multiple models can make the same prediction without necessarily matching data equaly well, 

thus not all models that make the same prediction have the same likelihood.  The maximum 

likelihood model predicts an infiltration rate that is much lower than the true infiltration rate.   
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The MA predicition is calculated by weighting each model by its likelihood following Equation 

2.  As shown with the blue line, the MA prediciton is closer to the true value for this example, 

but is still lower than the true infitration rate.   

Using a cost function, the net benefit of the recharge facility can be estimated each 

individual each model (Figure 1c).  For this example, the cost function is: 

 𝐵𝑛 = 𝑉𝐼 − 𝐶𝑓 Eq. 3 

Where Bn is the net benefit, VI is the value of the water infiltrated over the 20 year period, and Cf 

is the cost of the facility.  Note that the cost curve flattens because only 130,000 ac-ft of water 

are available to recharge; recharge for infiltration rates above approximately 1.2 feet/day are 

water limited and provide no additional value.  The estimated benefit of the ML prediction (red 

line) would be very low.  The estimated benefit of the MA prediction is higher (blue line), but is 

still lower than the actual value for the true infiltration rate (magenta line).  The expected cost 

(benefit) estimated using the DIRECT approach (Eq. 1) is calculated by averaging over the 

likelihood-cost weight of each model (Figure 1d) and results in a higher expected cost (Figure 

1c, green line) because it considers both the likelihoods and the costs of each model.  If cost was 

not considered, the DIRECT prediction would match the MA prediction, however, by including 

cost in the model weighting, the expected cost increases and moves the DIRECT prediction to 

the right because higher values are associated with higher infiltration rates.  Figure 1d shows the 

likelihood-cost weight of each model.  In comparison to Figure 1b, model weights on the left 

side of the X-axis, where costs are lower, are reduced.  Conversely, model weights on the right 

side of the X-axis, where costs are higher, are increased.  By considering cost in developing 

model weights, the expected cost using DIRECT is higher than would be expected using a MA 
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or ML approach.  In this example, a decision has already been made and all that is presented is 

the differences in the estimated cost (benefit) associated with the each method.   

 If the goal of modeling is to identify a prediction that is closest to the true condition, MA 

may well be the best approach.  However, when faced with a decision among outcomes with 

different costs, or when estimating the expected cost of a decision, cost should be included 

before model averaging takes place, as is done in DIRECT.  When choosing between j decision 

alternatives, the best decision, 𝐸𝑗
∗, should be identified by minimizing (maximizing for a benefit 

problem) the expected cost calculated using the DIRECT method: 

 
𝐸𝑗
∗ = min

𝑗
∑𝑐(𝑝𝑖)𝐿𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

 

Eq.4 

When combined with the discrimination-inference concepts developed by Kikuchi et al. 

(2015), this method is called Discrimination-Inference to Reduce Expected Cost Technique 

(DIRECT).  When DIRECT is used in its full form, the Reduction in Expected Cost Technique 

(RECT) module presented here is run first.  If the expected cost of the optimal decision is 

acceptable, then a decision is made.  If it is not acceptable, the likelihood of each model and the 

expected cost of each model (were the model true) are used to identify the most valuable data.  

The cost of the additional data is then weighed against the expected benefit of the additional 

information.  Once additional data are collected, RECT is run again.  The process is repeated 

until the expected cost is acceptable. 

As will be shown through the examples below, DIRECT allows for simple, intuitive 

understanding of the cost associated with proposed actions for each model in the ensemble by 

creating cost surfaces.  These surfaces can be combined to identify the action that best balances 
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the costs of all model predictions for each proposed action with the model probabilities, leading 

to a technique that reduces the expected cost of a decision.   

MATLAB® IMPLEMENTATION 

The RECT components of DIRECT have been implemented in MATLAB® in the code 

RECT.m.  The MATLAB® code has been developed in a modular framework that allows a user 

to:  

 conduct multi-model analysis for any process model 

 combine their physical model with a cost model 

 and identify optimal decisions based on the process and cost models under 

uncertainty 

Additionally, the code provides supplementary scripts to produce ensembles of model 

parameter sets, select a synthetic “truth” model, generate artificial data and predictions of 

interest, and conduct post audit analyses to compare cost-optimization methods.  The code also 

allows for multiple realizations of truth models to verify the stability of results.   

Figure 2 presents a flowchart of the code.  At a minimum, the code needs a set of 

predictions for comparison to data, a dataset that will be compared to the predictions, a set of 

predictions of interest, and a cost function that calculates costs for each prediction of interest. 

These required model inputs are identified in Figure 2 with thick lines.  The user can also choose 

to use the code to generate an ensemble of models and a synthetic truth model.  These optional 

components of the code are identified using dashed lines.  The code is described in detail in the 

code user guide in Appendix A.  The code selects optimal decisions based on ML, likelihood 

weighted, and likelihood-cost weighted optimization for comparison.   
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Figure 2. Flow Chart of DIRECT Code 

EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS 

We present two case studies to illustrate applications of DIRECT.   Note that neither 

example makes use of the Discrimination-Inference capabilities so that this paper can focus 

specifically on the Reduction in Expected Cost Technique concepts.  The first case study 

represents a simple contaminant treatment application.  The second case study represents 

optimization of a water supply problem in which capital, operations, and penalty costs must be 

balanced with the added value of additional extraction.  Both of these case studies are synthetic 

so that the true condition is known, allowing for comparison of the performance of different 

model selection approaches.  Additionally, both case studies rely on relatively simple models.  
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More complex models can be used but often encounter limitations related to the required 

computing time.  We chose simple models because the results and the implications of the 

decision support outcomes can be understood conceptually and immediately.   

Contaminant Transport Example  

 In the first case study, we envisioned a simple 1-D contaminant transport problem as 

illustrated in Figure 3.  In this problem, a pulse release contaminant source is present in a 

homogeneous, isotropic aquifer with uniform hydraulic gradient.  Concentrations of the 

contaminant are measured at regular time intervals in a downgradient monitoring well.  The site 

of a proposed treatment plant and pumping well is located at a known location farther down 

gradient.  There are two design parameters for the plant.  First, when should treatment begin?  

Second, to what maximum concentration should the plant be capable of treating?  DIRECT is 

used to optimize these choices under uncertain hydrologic conditions. 

 

Figure 3. Schematic of contaminant transport example setup 
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 The solute plume was generated with a 1-D analytical solution of the convective 

dispersive solute transport equation and includes dispersion, retardation, and decay (ARS, 1982, 

solution C-6).   An ensemble of 100 model realizations was generated by varying retardation, 

dispersion, hydraulic conductivity, decay, and porosity.  Parameter ranges are identified in Table 

1.  The probability distribution of parameter values is assumed to be uniform within these ranges.  

Predicted concentrations through time were saved for each model realization at the location of 

the monitoring well and the proposed treatment plant.  The projected concentrations at the 

treatment well location are shown for some of the models in the ensemble on Figure 4.  DIRECT 

generates synthetic data, such as the breakthrough curves (BTCs) shown on Figure 4 if the 

[generate_data] module is activated.  Additional information about using the [generate_data] 

module is in Appendix A. 

Table 2. Parameter Ranges for ADE model 

 

Minimum Maximum 

Retardation [dimensionless] 1 2 

Dispersion [ft
2
/d] 0.5 2 

Hydraulic Conductivity [ft/day] 0.01 0.1 

Decay [d
-1

] 0.001 0.05 

Porosity [ft
3
/ft

3
] 0.3 0.35 

Hydraulic Gradient [ft/ft] -35 -30 
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Figure 4.  Ensemble of Breakthrough Curves at Treatment Location 

The likelihood of each model in the ensemble is estimated based on the goodness-of-fit 

between each model’s predicted data values and the measured data.  This procedure is identical if 

synthetic or real data are used.  Also, in the absence of data, it could be assumed that each model 

is equally likely.  Any likelihood metric can be used, however the [Likelihood] module included 

in the code uses a normalized sum of squared errors.  Additional details about using the 

[Likelihood] module are presented in Appendix A. 

A cost function was developed to determine the optimal design of the treatment plant.  

The cost function includes three components: capital cost (Cc), operations cost (Co), and penalty 

cost (Cp).  Capital cost is formulated as Cc= K1 * Ct, where K1 is a constant that represents the 

cost per unit treatment capacity and Ct is the maximum concentration that the plant is designed to 

treat.  Operations cost is formulated as Co = K2 * Ct * (tf - ts) where K2 is a constant cost per unit 
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treatment per time, tf is the final treatment time and ts is the initial treatment time.  This 

represents a plant that uses a known amount of a resource (e.g., energy, filters, chemicals) for 

each unit of water treated (EPA 542-R-00-013).  Penalty cost is formulated as the Cp= K3 * en 

where K3 is a constant that represents the penalty per exceedance event and en is the number of 

exceedances above a concentration threshold, or action limit.  Other cost functions could be 

implemented by a user to represent problem-specific constraints – additional details about how to 

do this are available in Appendix A.  The total cost of the treatment plant is calculated as C = Cc 

+ Co + Cp.   

The goal in this problem is to minimize the expected cost of a treatment facility by 

optimizing the two design parameters: Ct and ts.  As shown in Figure 5, if the true breakthrough 

curve is known, we are able to identify exactly the optimal choice of Ct and ts. For this cost 

function, this translates to identifying the minimum plant capacity and latest start time that 

ensure that penalty costs are never assessed.  Specifically, the optimal treatment start time is the 

moment at which the BTC first exceeds the action limit and the optimal maximum treatment 

capacity is equal to the maximum BTC concentration minus the action limit.   
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Figure 5. Optimal Design for True Breakthrough Curve 

Using the cost function, the penalty cost, operations cost and total cost can be identified 

for every choice of ts and Ct.  A cost surface is a visually meaningful representation of the cost 

associated with each choice of ts and Ct.  Figure 6 illustrates cost surfaces for the penalty, 

operations, and design cost (or total cost) surfaces.  The panel on the left illustrates a penalty cost 

surface with the breakthrough curve and minimum cost design.  The surface shows a steep rise in 

cost if treatment begins after the breakthrough curve has passed or treatment is applied at too low 

a level.  On the operations cost surface, shown on the middle panel, the highest costs are 

associated with beginning treatment early and treating to a higher level; operations costs are 

independent of the breakthrough curve and are only a function of the treatment facility design.  

Treating late and to a low level has minimal cost associated with it.  The total cost surface is the 

sum of the penalty and operations cost surfaces.  It incorporates the information from the penalty 
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cost surface, which pushes treatment to begin early and at a high level, and information from the 

operations cost surface, which pushes treatment to begin late and to a minimal level.  The 

minimum cost on the design cost surface represents the lowest cost possible assuming perfect 

knowledge of the hydrologic system.   

 

Figure 6. Example of Creation of Design Cost Surface for True Breakthrough Curve 

The total cost can be estimated for the breakthrough curve predicted by every model in 

the ensemble and for every choice of the design parameters ts and Ct in the same way it was 

estimated for the “true” breakthrough curve.  If a modeler believed that one of these models was 

the best model, he or she could identify the lowest cost on the design cost surface and identify 

the optimal design parameters associated with the breakthrough curve, were it true.  A unique 

cost surface can be developed for each model and a unique set of design parameters would be 

identified as the optimal design.   

The DIRECT design cost surface represents a summation of the cost surfaces associated 

with each of the models in the ensemble multiplied by the likelihood associated with the model.  

Figure 7 illustrates the process of summing a set of design surfaces to create a DIRECT cost 

surface.  The resulting DIRECT design surface is unique from each individual design cost 
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surface.  The design parameters associated with the minimum cost on the DIRECT design cost 

surface are based on the likelihood and cost associated with each model. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Development of a DIRECT Design Cost Surface 

Since this is a synthetic example and the “true” breakthrough curve is known, the “true” 

cost surface and associated design parameters are also known.  The optimal designs selected by 

the each individual model, the ML model, the MA model, and DIRECT can be mapped onto the 

true design cost surface to determine what they would have cost had they been used for selecting 

design criteria.  Figure 8 illustrates all of the proposed designs mapped onto the true cost 

surface.  Each of the non-optimal designs results in a higher cost than the design associated with 

the true breakthrough curve.   
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Figure 8. All Designs on the True Cost Surface 

Figure 9 shows the additional costs associated with the designs that would be selected 

using each models projection.  On this figure, a cost of one is equal to the cost associated with 

the optimal design of the true model.  All other designs are represented as a multiplier of the cost 

associated with the true optimal design.  The green dots on the figure are the sorted total costs 

associated with the each ensemble member.  The ML, MA, and DIRECT costs are represented as 

lines for emphasis.  The ML model is selected independently of the cost function.  It matches 

data well, but it may be a bad model for decision making; even a small error towards treating too 

late or to too low a level can result in a large increase in cost.  The MA model heavily weights 

models that fit the data well; here too, the average model can easily result in very high penalty 

costs if the treatment plant is undersized or begins treatment too late.  The DIRECT approach 

outperforms MA and ML by applying a cost to every single model – models that have high costs 

and likelihoods are weighted heavily, resulting in a substantially lower final cost.  While some of 
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the individual model designs may have cost slightly less than the DIRECT design, one could not 

have any assurance that the individual model selected would perform. 

 

Figure 9. Additional Cost of Imperfect Designs 

DIRECT is robust and outperforms other methods most of the time.  Figure 10 presents a 

comparison of the performance of ML, MA, and DIRECT for 10 unique ensembles of models.  

In this example, DIRECT resulted in lower cost decisions than MA in all ten ensembles and 

outperformed ML in five out of the ten ensembles.  The cost associated with a decision made 

using the ML prediction ranges from $700 to $5600 because the ML prediction is only based on 

a single prediction.  If the ML prediction has a late arriving breakthrough curve, treatment begins 

too late, incurring high penalty costs.  The costs associated with the DIRECT decision are within 

10% of $1000 because DIRECT considers both cost and likelihood when optimizing the design. 
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Figure 10. Comparison of costs of DIRECT, MA and ML decisions for multiple ensembles 

Groundwater pumping example 

 For the second case study, we developed a groundwater flow model to optimize the 

pumping rate of two wells in consideration of hydrologic uncertainty, costs, and the economic 

benefit of the water pumped.  In the first example, the prediction of interest, concentration at the 

treatment location, was not a function of the decision variables, treatment capacity and treatment 

start time.  However, in the second example the prediction of interest, distribution of heads, is a 

function of the decision variables, pumping rate in each well.  Consequently, the model must be 

run for each pumping rate under consideration for each parameter realization.  The result is that 
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the model must be run many more times than is required for a case in which the model prediction 

is independent of the decision. 

The groundwater model was developed to represent an alluvial aquifer system with two 

pumping wells near the center of the model.  The steady state MODFLOW-88 model (McDonald 

and Harbaugh, 1988) has a grid with 80 rows and 80 columns made up of uniform 500m x 500m 

cells.  The model domain is bounded on the east and west by no flow boundaries and on the 

north and south by constant head boundaries (Figure 11).  A small perennial stream runs through 

the basin from south to north and is modeled using the MODFLOW river package.  There is a 

shallow unconfined aquifer in the basin, which is represented in the model as a single layer with 

three zones of hydraulic conductivity.   

 

Figure 11. Groundwater flow model set up 

Legend 

     Constant head boundary 

     River boundary 

Hydraulic Conductivity Zones 

     Zone 1 

     Zone 2 

     Zone 3 
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Each of the two pumping wells was able to be pumped at 15 pumping rates creating 225 

pumping rate combinations.  An ensemble of 1,000 models was run for each of the 225 pumping 

scenarios resulting in 225,000 individual model runs.  The ensemble of 1,000 models is 

identically parameterized for all pumping scenarios.  Hydraulic conductivity and river 

conductance were treated as uncertain parameters.  Hydraulic conductivity values were 

independently selected from a log-normal probability distribution in each of the three zones and 

river conductance was selected from a normal probability distribution.  Figure 12 shows the 

steady state drawdown for one model realization for a pumping scenario in which both pumping 

wells are pumping 1,000 m
3
/day.   
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Figure 12. Drawdown, in feet, for one realization 

 The predictions for data were developed by running the 1,000 models for a 10 day 

pumping period and 10 day recovery period.  One of these models was selected as a “truth 

model”; it was removed from the model ensemble.  Normally distributed, zero mean, 

homoscedastic noise with a standard deviation of 0.1 feet was added to the truth model to 

represent measurement error.  Model likelihoods were then estimated for the 999 models 

remaining in the ensemble using a normalized root mean squared error (NRMSE), calculated as 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸/∑𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸.  The likelihoods apply to each model regardless of the operational choices 

being simulated.   
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Whereas the first example was only concerned with costs, the objective of this decision is 

to maximize the net benefit (nb) of the pumping decision.  The cost function includes capital cost 

(Cc), operations cost (Co), penalty cost (Cp), and benefits (b).  The capital costs are a step 

function that describes the cost of the pump required to pump the specified amount of water.  For 

each pumping well, fifteen pumping rates were simulated.  Each of these rates corresponds to a 

cost on the step function.  Operations costs are a function of the volume pumped, the lift, and 

power costs using the following formulation, Co=Lift*volume*power factor.  Penalty costs are 

imposed for stream capture and drawdown in the monitoring well using the following 

formulation, Cp=1000*ncv+500*ndv, where ncv is the number of capture violations and ndv is the 

number of drawdown violations.  Benefit is determined by multiplying the value of the water by 

the volume of water pumped, b=volume*value.  The net benefit of the groundwater pumping is 

assessed using the following, nb=b - Cp - Co - Ccc.  Costs were assessed over a 1 year projection 

period. 

Costs and benefits were calculated for each model and for each operational scenario 

without consideration of model likelihood.  In other words, 225 net benefits were calculated for 

each model realization representing the net benefits associated with each possible pumping 

choice; together these costs make up a cost surface.  A separate cost surface is developed 

(although not plotted) for each model realization.   

As part of testing the method for robustness, each model is treated as if it were the true 

model one time.  Decisions selected using each decision making method are compared for each 

synthetic “truth model”.  Four different “true” benefit surfaces are presented (Figure 13).  On 

each surface, a sharp interface is seen where colors transition from reddish-orange to blue.  
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Positive values (reddish) indicate that decisions made in that cell generate a net benefit.  

Negative values indicate decisions that cause too much drawdown and generate large negative 

net benefit.  Each plot shows the decisions selected by individual model members (green dots), 

the best fit design (magenta), the DIRECT design (blue and white), and the true optimal design 

(yellow).  Note that by considering cost in the averaging process, DIRECT is somewhat 

conservative and pulls decisions away from the high costs associated with higher pumping rates.  

 

 

Figure 13. Four true cost surfaces and the decisions selected by each method 

 The DIRECT analysis takes the likelihood associated with each model realization and 

multiplies it by each of the associated costs to create a likelihood-cost weighted surface.  The 
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likelihood-cost weighted surfaces for each model realization are then summed for all model 

realizations to create a DIRECT cost surface calculated using equation [1] (Figure 14).  The 

interface between positive and negative values on the DIRECT cost surfaces is not as sharp as on 

the true cost surfaces because it is smoothed by the averaging process.  The minimum value on 

the DIRECT cost surface is identified as the optimal decision.  The four DIRECT cost surfaces 

shown on Figure 14 correspond to the true model cost surfaces depicted in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 14.  Four DIRECT cost surfaces and corresponding designs 

For this example there are only 225 possible design choices, so the methods frequently 

choose the same design or similar designs.  However, DIRECT tends to select conservative 

designs and avoids very costly designs which are sometimes selected by MA or ML.  Selecting 
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conservative designs does come at a cost, as shown in Figure 15.  To generate this figure, each 

of the 1000 models in the ensemble was treated as the true model.  Design was optimized for 

each truth model and the cost of the DIRECT, MA, and ML models were compared to the cost of 

the optimal design for the truth model.  A cost of one, means that the selected design is equal to 

the cost of the true model; negative values indicate that the decision resulted in a net loss.  For all 

three methods, the distribution of results is bimodal.  This bimodality is a product of the sharp 

interface seen in the true cost surface (Figure 13).  Decisions that pump too much water end up 

incurring fees that overwhelm the benefit of pumping, resulting in highly negative outcomes.  

The vast majority of DIRECT of decisions had net benefits and most decisions ended up 

in the bins between 0.5 and 1.  Very few DIRECT selected designs ended up with substantial net 

costs.  By comparison, MA was actually more likely to select the true optimal design; however, 

MA is also much more likely to end selecting a design that incurs substantial costs and results in 

a net negative value.   
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Figure 15. Frequency of costs for DIRECT, MA, and ML methods 

MA selects the optimal design in 184 of the 1000 trials, which is more often than 

DIRECT or best fit, both of which selected the optimal design approximately 100 times of the 

1000 trials. However, selecting the optimal design most often only tells half of the story.  By 

combining cost and model likelihood, DIRECT selects more conservative model designs than 

MA and ML.  The DIRECT decision balances the benefits of additional pumping while 

protecting against the high costs of over withdrawal.   

CONCLUSIONS 

 Multimodel methods are frequently used as a tool to support hydrologic decision making 

under uncertainty.  Many ensemble methods are available for model selection, model averaging, 
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and decision making.  However, no computer program is readily available to support decision 

making with an ensemble of model predictions.  This paper presents and documents a set of 

MATLAB® algorithms, known as DIRECT, that enable users to easily determine the optimal 

decision using ML, MA, and EC methods for their problem.  Users must provide an ensemble of 

model predictions, a dataset for comparison to the models, and cost function.  This tool enables 

users to readily test scenarios for both real world and synthetic decision problems.   

 The DIRECT code is modular, which allows users to select and run components of the 

code that are relevant to their model.  The modularity of DIRECT also allows users to readily 

add their own modules as desired based on their project specific needs.  For example, specific 

components of the code, such as the likelihood module can easily be replaced with user preferred 

formulations for model likelihood.    Modules within the code are controlled using a set of Excel 

worksheets, which are accessed by MATLAB.  As modules of the code are added or modified, 

the Excel worksheets can easily be updated to provide control of the modules. 

Within DIRECT, we advocate for the use of EC as a decision making criteria.  In the two 

examples presented in this paper, EC provided more reliable and lower cost solutions than the 

decisions selected by ML and MA more often than not by weighting each model with its cost 

before model averaging.  This small change results in a marked improvement in decision 

selection by heavily weighting models that both fit data well and are costly.  Expected cost has 

long been used as a decision making criteria, but it has remained far from the norm in applied 

hydrogeology.  This disconnect may be because hydrologic modelers are frequently disconnected 

from the decision making process or because an easy to use platform to facilitate calculation of 

expected cost has not been available.  We hope that this set of algorithms can be used to 
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encourage more people, modelers and decision makers alike, to use EC as the basis for decision 

making. 
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APPENDIX D1  

This appendix describes the components of the DIRECT MATLAB® code and how users 

can implement and modify it.  RECT.m, is the master script which is used to run DIRECT 

modules.  RECT.m is controlled by a Microsoft Excel input file titled Varin.xlsx.  A minimum of 

two worksheets must be included in Varin.xlsx: Global_Variables and Cost_Function.  User 

inputs contained in Global_Variables activate modules of RECT.m, define the number of 

realizations in the model, determines the number of models that will be saved, and determines 

the number of operational scenarios if more than one exists.  Cost_Function must be customized 

for each users cost function and is discussed in more detail below.  Additional worksheets are 

optional.  The worksheet ADE_Model contains variables to control the contaminant transport 

model described in example 1.  The worksheet Operational_Scenarios is used to define 

operational constraints for problems for which the predictions are dependent of the decision 

being made.  Operational_Scenarios must have dimensions of number of operational variables 

(e.g. number of pumping wells) by number of operational scenarios (e.g. pumping rates).  

Additional details about this module are provided in the second example described in the main 

document. 

In addition to the Excel workbook containing inputs, RECT.m must have a dataset [Data], a 

set of predictions for comparison to the dataset [Preds_data], and a set of predictions for 

calculating costs [Preds_interest].  As mentioned above, users have the option of generating 

these through RECT.m or they can load the data into RECT.m by specifying file names in the 

Global_Variables worksheet.   

The dataset [Data] should have dimensions of p predictions x td data times.  Times for which 

data are not available should be identified with NaN.  DIRECT can generate a synthetic, error 
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free dataset based on a truth model that is drawn from the model ensemble.  If the user elects to 

have DIRECT generate a truth model and dataset, the truth model is removed from the ensemble.  

If the user does not elect to generate a truth model they must provide their own dataset.  The set 

of predictions for comparison to measured data is called [Preds_data] and must have dimensions 

of p predictions, n number of realizations, td data times.   

The set of predictions for calculation of costs is called [Preds_interest].  DIRECT can 

generate a set of predictions of interest for the groundwater transport problem described in 

example one, or the user can provide a matrix containing the predictions of interest.  The matrix 

must have dimensions of p x n x ti where p is each prediction, n is the number of models in the 

ensemble, and ti is the number of prediction times.   

Modules 

DIRECT estimates likelihood using the normalized sum of squared errors as an informal 

likelihood metric.   However, any likelihood metric can be implemented in this module as long 

as it handles input and output as shown in the example implementation.  If the user elects to use a 

different likelihood metric, a Matlab function titled Likelihood.m must be saved in the search 

path.  The matrix of predictions and data are passed into the Likelihood module without user 

intervention.  The likelihood module estimates the likelihood of each model and normalizes them 

to define model likelihoods.   The Likelihood module returns a vector of likelihoods [Lval] of 

length n number of realizations.   

If the user elects to have DIRECT generate a synthetic dataset from [Preds_data], 

DIRECT will run the Measurement_Error module.  A dataset will be created from the truth 

model by adding error using Matlab’s pseudo-random number generator.  The error is normally 
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distributed, has a mean of zero, and a standard deviation set by the user using the [measerror] 

variable in the Measurement_Error input worksheet.  In the Measurement_Error worksheet, the 

standard deviation of the measurement error must be specified for each unique dataset 

(prediction location or type).  One column must be present for each prediction and they must be 

listed in the same order as predictions are specified in Preds_data. 

The MA module creates a likelihood weighted model prediction by summing each model 

prediction multiplied by its likelihood.  The vector [Lval] and the matrix [Preds_interest] are 

passed into the MA module.  A matrix [MAPreds] containing the likelihood weighted predictions 

is passed out of the module.  A user can modify the MA module to use other model information 

metrics or other model averaging approaches as long as input and outputs are handled as shown 

in the example.  If the user elects to use a different model averaging method, a MATLAB® 

function titled MA.m must be saved in the search path, or RECT.m must be modified to search 

for a new function.   

Cost (or benefit) is estimated in the Cost module, cost.m.  Two examples of cost modules are 

presented in the code provided.  For most applications, custom cost modules must be developed.  

Cost modules must be able to estimate the cost associated with each model’s prediction.  Some 

cost functions will only require [Preds_interest] to estimate cost, while others will require 

operational and capital costs associated with each design parameter.  It is up to the author of the 

cost function to define the structure of these design parameter inputs.  The cost module must 

estimate the cost for each model realization and all combinations of design parameters.  The 

optimal choice of design parameter and associated costs (or benefits) are identified and retained 

for each realization.   Optionally, matrices containing operations costs, capital costs, penalty 
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costs, values, and net benefit can also be retained.  The same cost function is used to estimate 

costs for the MA prediction and the truth model (if applicable).  The bestfit_cost module extracts 

cost information for the ML model. 

After costs are estimated for each realization, the DIRECT_cost module is used to create a 

DIRECT weighted optimal cost surface by multiplying the cost surface for each realization by 

the likelihood of each prediction and summing them together.  The minimal cost of the resulting 

design surface and the design parameters associated with that cost are identified and retained.  

The inputs to the design cost surface are [Lval], which is described above; and [total_cost], 

which contains the total cost surfaces of each prediction of interest. 

 If a truth model is used, DIRECT will conduct a post audit which produces plots 

comparing the performance of the ML, MA, and DIRECT models to the truth model.  Code for 

the plots presented in this paper is also included in the RECT.m, but is likely to require 

modification for other models. 

 

APPENDIX D2 

Matlab Code Input Tables 

Worksheet Name: Global_variables 

Var_name Value Comment 

preloadswitch 0 0=load predictions, 1=generate predictions 

truth_model 1 0=do not generate truth model, 1=generate truth model 
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generate_data 1 0=load data, 1=generate data 

num_data_type
s 1 

enter the number of diferent types of data here (e.g. 
water level, concentration, flux, etc) 

numrealizs 1000 number of model realizations 

numrealizs_kee
p 999 

number of model realizations to keep (removes worst 
ensemble members), set equal to numrealizs to keep all  

n_ops 225 
number of operations scenarios; 1 if there are no 
operations scenarios 

prediction_file 
predictions.ma
t .mat file containing predictions 

data_file   .mat file containing data 

 

Worksheet Name: Measurement_Error 

measerror 0.1 0.1 

      

If generate 
data=1, enter 
level of 
measurement 
error in 
absolute 
terms; one 
column for 
each dataset     

 

Worksheet Name: Operational_Scenarios 

Ops_Var_1 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 

Ops_Var_2 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 
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Groundwater pumping example cost function 

Worksheet Name: Cost_function 

Var_name Value Comment 

Well_penalty 1200 $ per daily drawdown violation 

Capture_penalty 600 $ per daily capture violation 

Land_surf 720  Elevation of land surface for lift calculation 

Lift_fact 0.0016 $/m^3/ft @ 60% efficiency and $0.10/kWh 

Water_value 0.6 Benefit in dollars per cubic meter of water 

 

Worksheet Name: ADE_model 

Var_name Value Comment 

t_min 1 minimum time 

t_max 3650 maximum time 

t_interval 1 time interval 

pulseflag 1 0=continuous source, 1=pulse source 

tpulse 300 duration of input pulse 

C_at_influx 1 source concentration 

C_initial 0 initial concentration 

minR 0.000001 minimum retardation 

maxR 0.000001 maximum retardation coefficient 

minD 0.1 minimum dispersion coefficient 

maxD 0.001 maximum dispersion 

minK 10 minimum hydraulic conductivity 

maxK 100 maximum hydraulic conductivity 

minlambda 1E-10 minimum decay 
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maxlambda 1E-10 maximum decay 

minn 0.3  minimum porosity 

maxn 0.35  maximum porosity 

minproduction 0.0000001  min distributed zero-order source term 

maxproduction 0.0000001  max distributed zero-order source term 

mingradH 0.00585  max hydraulic head gradient 

maxgradH 0.00585  max hydraulic head gradient 

detectlimit 0.0001 
 set differences less than this equal to zero to account for 
measurment resolution limits 

nummodelstokeep 5  number of models to keep after calculating likelihoods 

numobsets 2 
 number of observation data sets of comprised of a given 
number of measurements 

minnumobs 2  min number of observations in a set 

obsstep 10  "coarseness" of number of observations considered 

n_wells 2 number of well locations 

x_1 100 
location of wells 1 through n_wells must be added in the 
subsequent lines 

x_2 10000 location of second well 
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APPENDIX D3 

MATLAB® code for DIRECT 

Master Script 

close all;  

clear all;  

clc;  

  

  

%% %% %%  USER INPUTS %% %% %% 

for iy=1:1 

    iy 

     

    file='Varin2.xlsx'; 

    % If data is loaded 'projection_file' must be specified 

    projection_file='predictions.mat'; 
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    %% Load Global Variables 

  

    [N T]=xlsread(file,'Global_Variables'); 

  

    for ii=1:length(N) 

        GV.(T{ii+1,1})=N(ii,1); 

    end 

  

    names = fieldnames(GV); 

    for i=1:length(names) 

    eval([names{i} '=GV.' names{i} ]); 

    end 

  

    %% Run physical model or load predictions 

    if preloadswitch==1  

        [Preds_data, Preds_interest, t, data_locs, 

interest_locs, measerror]=ADE_1D(file, numrealizs); 

    else % Load prexisting dataset 

        load(projection_file) 

        Preds_data=Preds_data_out(:,1:numrealizs,:); 

        Preds_data_out=[]; 

        Preds_interest=squeeze(Preds_interest_out)'; 

        Preds_interest_out=[]; 

        [data_locs, interest_locs, 

numrealizs]=Eval_proj(Preds_data,Preds_interest); 

%         D_vector(1:length(K_vector))=D; 

    end; 

  

    %% Generate truth model  

    if truth_model==1 

        TrueCond_interest_hold=[]; 

        Preds_interest_hold=[]; 

        for ii=1:n_ops 
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            Preds_temp=Preds_interest(:,(ii-

1)*numrealizs+1:ii*numrealizs,:,:); 

            Preds_interest_hold=cat(2,Preds_interest_hold, 

Preds_temp(:,1:size(Preds_temp,2)-1,:,:)); % remove truth model 

from candidate models of prediction of interest 

            TrueCond_interest_temp=squeeze(Preds_interest(:,(ii-

1)*numrealizs+1:ii*numrealizs,:,:)); % split off truth model of 

prediction of interest 

            

TrueCond_interest_hold=cat(2,TrueCond_interest_hold,squeeze(True

Cond_interest_temp(:,size(TrueCond_interest_temp,2),:))); 

        end 

        Preds_interest=Preds_interest_hold; 

Preds_interest_hold=[]; 

        TrueCond_interest=TrueCond_interest_hold; 

TrueCond_interest_hold=[]; 

        

TrueCond_data=squeeze(Preds_data(:,size(Preds_data,2),:,:)); % 

split off truth model of data predicitons 

        Preds_data=Preds_data(:,1:size(Preds_data,2)-1,:,:); % 

remove truth model from candidate models data predictions    

    end 

   

    %% Generate data from truth model 

    if generate_data==1 

        for ii=1:data_locs 

            noise_vector(ii,:) = randn([1, 

size(TrueCond_data,2)]).*measerror; % Measurement error to add 

to synthetic dataset 

        end;     

         

        for ii=1:data_locs 

            Data(ii,:)=TrueCond_data(ii,:)+noise_vector(ii,:); % 

create noisy data for all observation wells (not for treatment 

well) 

        end; 
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        Data(find(Data<0))=0; % Set negative data due to 

measurement error to zero 

    end 

  

    %% Model likelihood estimation module 

    [Lval Lval_Index]=Likelihood(Preds_data,Data, data_locs, 

numrealizs_keep); 

    Preds_data=Preds_data(:,Lval_Index,:); 

    for ii=1:n_ops 

        Preds_temp=Preds_interest(:,(numrealizs-1)*(ii-

1)+1:(numrealizs-1)*(ii),:,:); 

        Preds_interest_hold=cat(2,Preds_interest_hold, 

Preds_temp(:,Lval_Index,:,:)); 

    end 

    Preds_interest=Preds_interest_hold; Preds_interest_hold=[]; 

  

    %% Bayesian Model Averaging module 

    % PASS IN SET OF PREDICTIONS, LIKELIHOODS 

    % PASS OUT MA PREDICTION 

     

    [MAPred_interest MAPred_Data]=MA(Preds_data, Preds_interest, 

Lval, data_locs, interest_locs, n_ops, numrealizs_keep); 

  

    %% Cost module 

    % PASS IN SET OF PREDICTIONS OF INTEREST, COST FUNCTION, 

ACTION LIMIT, t 

    % PASS OUT OPTIMAL TIME, OPTIMAL CONCENTRATION, OPTIMAL 

TREATMENT 

    % OPERATIONCOST PENALTYCOST TOTALCOST 

  

    [opt_v1 opt_v2 opt_treatment_hold operations_mat penalty_mat 

benefit Value_mat Var_1 Var_2]=Cost(Preds_interest, n_ops, 

file); 

    [opt_v1_MA opt_v2_MA opt_treatment_hold_MA operations_mat_MA 

penalty_mat_MA benefit_MA value_mat_MA]=Cost(MAPred_interest, 

n_ops, file); 
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    [opt_v1_true opt_v2_true opt_treatment_true 

operations_mat_true penalty_mat_true totalcost_true 

value_mat_true]=Cost(TrueCond_interest, n_ops, file); 

  

    %% Best fit cost 

    [opt_v1_bf, opt_v2_bf, opt_treatment_hold_bf, 

operationcost_bf, penaltycost_bf, 

totalcost_bf]=bestfit_cost(Lval, opt_v1, opt_v2, 

opt_treatment_hold, operations_mat, penalty_mat, benefit) 

  

    %% DIRECT weighting 

    % PASS IN LIKELIHOODS, TOTAL COST, T 

    % PASS OUT OPTIMAL TIME DIRECT, OPTIMAL CONCENTRATION 

DIRECT, OPTIMAL 

    % TREATMENT DIRECT 

  

    [opt_v1_DIRECT opt_v2_DIRECT opt_treatment_DIRECT 

totalcost_DIRECT]=DIRECT_Cost(Lval, benefit); 

  

    %% Post Audit 

    if truth_model==1 

        All_cost(iy,:)=totalcost_true(opt_treatment_hold); 

        BF_cost(iy)=totalcost_true(opt_treatment_hold_bf); 

        MA_cost(iy)=totalcost_true(opt_treatment_hold_MA); 

        DIRECT_cost(iy)=totalcost_true(opt_treatment_DIRECT); 

        True_cost(iy)=totalcost_true(opt_treatment_true); 

    end 

     

end 

 

Measurement Error Function 

function [Data]=Measurement_Error(TrueCond_data, data_locs, 

file) 
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[N T]=xlsread(file,'Measurement_Error'); 

  

for ii=1:size(N,1) 

        CF.(T{ii})=N(ii,:); 

end 

  

names = fieldnames(CF); 

for i=1:length(names) 

eval([names{i} '=CF.' names{i} ]); 

end 

  

for ii=1:data_locs 

    noise_vector(ii,:)=randn([1, 

size(TrueCond_data,2)]).*measerror(ii); % Measurement error to 

add to synthetic dataset 

end;     

  

for ii=1:data_locs 

    Data(ii,:)=TrueCond_data(ii,:)+noise_vector(ii,:); % create 

noisy data for all observation locations 

end; 

  

Data(find(Data<0))=0; % Set negative data due to measurement 

error to zero 

 

 

Likelihood Function 

%% This function calculates the sum of squared errors between a 

prediction set and a dataset  
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function[Lval Lval_Index]=Likelihood(Preds_data, Data, 

data_locs, numrealizs_keep) 

  

% Calculate mismatch between each model and observations with 

meas eror at each time for each observation well 

for ii=1:data_locs; % Number of data collection locations;  

    for jj=1:size(Preds_data,2) % Number realizs 

        SSEval(ii,jj,:)=(sum((squeeze(Preds_data(ii,jj,:))-

squeeze(Data(ii,:))').^2))/(size(Data,2)); % calculate square 

error for each model at each time 

    end; 

end; 

  

tempvar=1./SSEval; 

  

if size(tempvar,1)>1 

    tempvar=sum(tempvar); 

end 

  

Lval=tempvar/sum(tempvar); 

  

[sortedX,sortingIndices] = sort(Lval);%,'descend'); 

Lval=[]; 

Lval=sortedX(1:numrealizs_keep);  % Clip to number of models to 

keep 

Lval_Index = sortingIndices(1:numrealizs_keep);  % Clip sorting 

index 

  

Lval=Lval./sum(Lval); % Scale to 1 

 

Model Averaging Function 
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function[MAPred_interest MAPred_Data]=MA(Preds_data, 

Preds_interest, Lval, data_locs, interest_locs, n_ops, 

numrealizs_keep) 

  

MAPred_interest_hold=[]; 

for ii=1:n_ops 

    Ptemphold=Preds_interest(:,(ii-

1)*numrealizs_keep+1:ii*numrealizs_keep,:,:);%squeeze(Preds_inte

rest(interest_locs,:,:)); 

    Ltemphold=repmat(Lval,[size(Ptemphold,1) 1 

size(Ptemphold,3)]); 

    LPtemphold=Ptemphold.*Ltemphold; 

    MAPred_interest_hold=cat(2, MAPred_interest_hold, 

sum(LPtemphold,2)); 

end 

  

MAPred_interest=MAPred_interest_hold; MAPred_interest_hold=[]; 

     

Ptemphold=Preds_data;%squeeze(Preds_data(data_locs,:,:)); 

Ltemphold=repmat(Lval,[size(Ptemphold,1) 1 

size(Ptemphold,3)]);%repmat(Lval,size(Ptemphold,2),1); 

LPtemphold=Ptemphold.*Ltemphold; 

MAPred_Data=sum(LPtemphold,2); 

 

Best Fit Cost Function 

%% This function identifies the bestfit model from a matrix of 

model costs.  Model likelihood must be provided to the model. 

  

function [opt_v1_bf, opt_v2_bf, opt_treatment_hold_bf, 

operationcost_bf, penaltycost_bf, 

totalcost_bf]=bestfit_cost(Lval, opt_v1, opt_v2, 

opt_treatment_hold, operationcost, penaltycost, totalcost) 

  

bf_index=find(Lval==max(Lval)); 
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opt_v1_bf=opt_v1(bf_index); 

opt_v2_bf=opt_v2(bf_index); 

opt_treatment_hold_bf=opt_treatment_hold(bf_index); 

operationcost_bf=operationcost(bf_index,:,:); 

penaltycost_bf=penaltycost(bf_index,:,:); 

totalcost_bf=totalcost(bf_index,:,:); 

 

 

Direct Cost Function 

%% This function estimates the DIRECT cost for an ensemble of 

models.  Model likelihood, total cost, and time must be provided 

to the function. 

  

function [opt_v1_DIRECT opt_v2_DIRECT opt_treatment_DIRECT 

totalcost_DIRECT]=DIRECT_Cost(Lval, totalcost) 

  

% tstart=t; % consider each model time step as a potential 

treatment start time 

% Ctreat=0:1/length(t):1; % treatment concentrations range from 

0 to 1, as many steps as time steps 

  

totalcost_DIRECT=0; 

for ii=1:length(Lval) 

    

totalcost_DIRECT=totalcost_DIRECT+Lval(ii)*totalcost(ii,:,:); 

end; 

totalcost_DIRECT=squeeze(squeeze(totalcost_DIRECT)); 

opt_treatment_DIRECT=find(totalcost_DIRECT==min(min(totalcost_DI

RECT)),1,'first'); 
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[v1index 

v2index]=find(totalcost_DIRECT==min(min(totalcost_DIRECT)),1,'fi

rst'); 

% v2index=min(floor(opt_treatment_DIRECT/size(totalcost,2))); 

opt_v2_DIRECT=max(v2index,1); 

% v1index=opt_treatment_DIRECT-v2index*size(totalcost,2); 

opt_v1_DIRECT=max(v1index,1); 

 

 

 

 

 

 


